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We investigate solutions of the coupled Dirac Klein-Gordon equations in one 
and three space dimensions. Through analysis of the Fourier representations of 
the solutions to these equations, we introduce the 'null structure' as developed 
by Klainerman and Machedon. This structure allows us to prove the necessary 
estimates, both fixed time and bilinear space-time, that allow us to show existence 
of solutions of these equations with initial data of lower regularity than previously 
required. 
We also study global existence for a two dimensional wave equation with a critical 
nonlinearity. 
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In this thesis we study regularity properties of some partial differential equations. 
In recent years there have been two main areas in proving such results. These 
are firstly the more classical methods using geometrical techniques, and the more 
recent relying heavily on Harmonic Analysis and the Fourier transform. In the 
results of this thesis we will see applications of both of these lines of thought. For 
a thorough overview of these ideas see the survey article of Klainerman [20]. 
1.1 Nonlinear Wave Equations 
There has been a lot of research in recent years proving well-posedness (both 
locally and globally in time) of initial value problems for nonlinear wave equations. 
For such equations well-posedness is dependent on the regularity of the initial 
data, so a natural question to ask is, 'What is the minimal amount of regularity 
required?' For many equations the minimal amount of regularity is controlled by 
the natural scaling of the equation. As a simple example of this we consider the 
following equation. 1 
EJO = 	 ( 0 ,.) =On 	8(O.) = 01 
Then we see that if 0 is a solution then so is A(t, x) = A' (At, Ax) and we have 
that 
IIx(t) IIE(afl) = 	IFt) IIEs(Rn) 
We therefore define the critical exponent s as the value that leaves the Hac  norm 
invariant under this transformation. In our example you can see that we have 
= - 	For equations with such scaling arguments then there is a general 
well-posedness conjecture stating that 
1. The initial value problem is well posed with initial data in H8 for s > s, 
'See Section 1.2 for the notation 
1 
2. The initial value problem is ill-posed for s < s, 
Many advances have been made in this area with several equations shown to be 
well-posed with data in the 	(for all € > 0) and ill-posed in H8 with $ < 
For example see [25],[26] and [28]. There have however also been examples of 
equations which are ill-posed in H8 for .s = s, + . See the example by Lindblad 
[29]. 
Classical Existence 
Existence theorems are said to be classical if they rely only on classical methods, 
i.e. energy estimates and Sobolev embeddings. However these methods are not 
normally sufficient to show existence with data in Sobolev spaces close to that 
of the critical value. This has led to a lot of new research in this area, much 
of it concerned with estimating nonlinear products and with certain space-time 
estimates known collectively as 'Strichartz' estimates. We will see applications of 
both of these ideas. 
1.2 Notation 
We will not be concerned with tracking constants and we will therefore use the 
symbol 5 in inequalities to denote the relation < up to a multiplicative con-
stant which depends only on fixed exponents but not on the initial data. For 
convenience we will also often use the same letter to represent differing constants. 
On RI we have the standard inner product ij and we denote /(C, t), the angle 
between C and ij. The spatial and space-time Fourier transforms are notated as 
and 
/(C) = L ef(x)dx 
	/(r, C) 
= 	
e_z(rt+xC)f(t ,  x)dtdx 
Function Spaces 
For A c ir a measurable set we define the 11(A) spaces as usual 
1 
If IILP(A) = [ I If(xtdxl 
HA 	J 
We define the homogeneous and non-homogeneous Sobolev spaces on 1R, H(R) 
and H(In) for s E JR and 1 <p < oc, as distributions f such that 
IIfIIE(Rn) = II(—A)'2fI16(Rn) <Oc, IIfII 	= 11(1 - A)/2 fIlLp (Rn) <OC 
We will denote H 	H3 and H 	H8 and note that by Plancheral's Theorem 
we have the equivalent norms 
III 	
= (L J(e)12(' + IeD 28 ds)
1/2 
If IIEs(n) 
= (L 1e121e128ds)' 
We will also require Sobolev spaces defined on bounded domains 11 C r. We 
then denote the space of functions which have weak derivatives of order k by 
Wk (Q), and we have the standard Sobolev Spaces for k € N and p ~: 1. 






W °'(Q) = closII.I k C(Q) 
Local Coordinates 
We will use Minkowski space-time in IR 1 with the metric 
g = diag(1, —1,..., —1) 
72 
We will denote Greek indices in the range {O, 1,. . . n} and Latin indices in the 
range {1,. . . n}. We will also use the Einstein convention where repeated indices 
are summed. 
We therefore denote coordinates in Minkowski space-time by xM and we notate 
= 	. We then raise or lower indices using the metric as follows, 
axA 
= 	 = 
where we also note that 
[gpv] 1 = gA, = 
We will normally notate x 0 t. We can now define our two main operators. 
Definition 1.2.1. We define the D'Alembertian operator 0 and the Dirac oper-
ator as follows 
3 
where ryP  are the Dirac matrices defined as follows 








Remark 1.2.2. We have that the Dirac operator is the square root of the D'Alembertian 
since the relations (1.1) imply that 
= o 
1.3 Summary of Results 
In this thesis we show well-posedness for some systems of equations with lower 
regularity initial conditions than previously required. These improved regularity 
results are for systems of coupled Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations in one and 
three space dimensions. We also prove a result on a semilinear wave equation in 
two space dimensions with a critical nonlinearity. We give a brief summary of the 
main Theorems. 
1.3.1 Dirac Klein-Gordon Equations 
The majority of the thesis is concerned with looking at regularity results of the 
coupled Dirac Klein-Gordon equations. 
Definition 1.3.1. The coupled massless Dirac Klein-Gordon equations are de-
fined as the following Cauchy problem 
(1.2a) 
D4)=VV) 	 = 	 (1.2b) 
where we have 
V; =1ptyQ 
and Ot is the complex conjugate transpose of , and 4) is a real valued function. 
Remark 1.3.2. We study the massless case for simplicity. The terms involving 
the mass are of a lower order and the same ideas would allow us to extend our 
results to the case of non-zero mass. 
The Dirac Klein-Gordon equations were first studied by Chadam and Glassey in 
a series of papers [6], [7], [8] and [9]. Their importance lies in the fact that they 
form an integral part in the theory of Relativistic Quantum Mechanics. More 
recently low regularity results have been proved by Beals and Bezard [1] and by 
Bournaveas [3] , [4], [5]. 
4 
One Space Dimension 
In one space dimension it was firstly proved in [7] that the system (1.2) is well-
posed with data 
'o e H'(R) 	 Oo E H'(lR) 	01 E L(R) 
This was done by considering the integral form of the solution and using Sobolev 
inequalities. A simplified and improved result using a null form estimate on one 
of the nonlinear terms appeared in [4], where it was shown that we required the 
following data 
0 eL 2 (IR) 	Ø0 eH1 (R) 
Our first result is an improvement on this and we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3.3. The Dirac Klein-Gordon equations (1.2) in one space dimension 
with initial data 
b0 € L 2 (R) 	Oo € H114(R) 	01€ 
has a unique global solution in the space 
€ C([O,+oo),L2 (R)) x C([O,+),H114 (R)) 
Three Space Dimensions 
As we stated the first low regularity results for the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations 
in three space dimension were given by Beals and Bezard [1] where they showed 
local existence for data 
bo € H'(1R 3 ) 	Oo E H2 (1R3 ) 	& € 
Bournaveas [3] then improved on this result using Strichartz estimates by showing 
that the system is well-posed in the energy class. i.e. for data 
o € H(R3 ) 
	00 G H 1 (1R 3 ) 	01 E L2(p3) 
Again we are able to give an improvement on this result and show that the 
equations are well-posed below the energy class. 
Theorem 1.3.4. The Dirac Klein-Gordon equations (1.2) in three space dimen-
sions with initial data 
bo € H419 (R3 ) 	 t$'o € H519 (R3 ) 	01 E H 119 (R3 ) 
has a unique solution in the space 
(, ) € C([O, T), H419 (R3)) x C([O, T), H 519 (R3 )) 
for some T> 0. 
5 
1.3.2 Critical Nonlinearities 
In the final part of the thesis we study global existence for a semilinear wave 
equation in two space dimensions with a critical nonlinearity. We show that this 
is in fact analogous to results in higher dimensions by Rauch [31], Struwe [37] and 
Grillakis [14] on semilinear wave equations with a critical nonlinearity. We are 
now interested in classical solutions where local existence is reasonably straight 
forward. Showing global existence however relies on showing that the L norm of 
the local solution is bounded for all finite time. We give a full description of the 
ideas and motivation behind this in Chapter 7. We prove the following Theorem 
which is an analogue of Rauch's result [31]. 
Theorem 1.3.5. Suppose the following Cauchy problem 
0+2e#2 = 0 	(0,) = f E C(ff( 2 ) 	O5(0,) =9 E C(R 2 ) 	 ( 1.3) 
with the conserved energy 
E[](t) = L I(t,x)I 2 + V(t,x)I 2 + (e' - 1)dx 
= E[cb](0) 
has initial data satisfying 
re 
E[](0) < (e/2+8) 2 
Then it has a unique global solution 0 E C2 ([0, ) x 
6 
Chapter 2 
Dirac Klein-Gordon Equations 
We firstly consider the basics of the Dirac operators, which we decompose into two 
simpler operators. This simplification into what we will denote as &d:  operators 
allows us to rewrite our systems and obtain more straight forward representations. 
In one space dimension we have that the Dirac matrices 'y e M(2,2)  (C) and so the 
Dirac operator maps 2-spinors if', where 
if' 	-* C2 
to 2-spinors. We then decompose b into two functions p and i' where we have 
ii 	-* C 
Similarly in three space dimensions we have that E M 4'4 (C) and so the Dirac 
operator maps 4-spinors if', where 
-* (C4 
to 4-spinors. Here we then decompose if' into two 2-spinors 
v 	C2 
We consider separately the one and three dimensional cases where we introduce 
specific representations for the Dirac matrices. We firstly note the following 
Fourier representation for the wave equation. Suppose we have 
Dq=H 	Ø(O,)o 
Then 
cose)&e + 	e+ 
 t s_i_n(t_ _-__s)_le_ _ft  (s, e)ds 	(2.1)1 
For the details see [32] or [33]. 
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2.1 One Space Dimension 
For convenience we consider the following representation of the Dirac matrices 
1 	Ii 0 \ 
1°= (i o)' -) 
(2.2) 
It is shown in [9] that all such representations are unitarily equivalent. We now 
rewrite the system in a form that will later allow us to introduce certain structures. 
By the definition of the Dirac operator and (1.2a) we have 
01 1 = 8iyçb2 +i8bi ] 	i010 1 
- C9001 - 0102 j - i02 çb 
Hence multiplying 	- 010 by i, addition and subtraction gives 
(90(i'i + 02 ) + 8i (i'i + b2) = (i - 02) 
80 (i&i  - 02) - 8i (i1 - )2) = —(i '  + '2) 
Then setting p = i 1 + 2 and v = i4'i - 02 we obtain' 
8+ i = /ni 
	 = 
where we have 
8± = 80 + 81 
and we simply remark that 
a+  a- = 8_8+ = 
We now note that 
= 
= 12 + 0201 
= +)(p — v) —— P)(p+v) 
= 
Hence the Dirac Klein-Cordon equations (1.2) may be written in the following 
form 
= çbv f1(0r) = /10 (2.3a) 
8_v = — 41,t v(O,.) = vo (2.3b) 
E10 = -%) (01 ) = 	o 0(0,) = 	(2.3c) 
'This type of decomposition was first used in [21 
The 8d  Operators in 1R 1 
These operator correspond to simple transport operators and we note their basic 
properties. The following lemma is elementary. 
Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose a function p IRH1  —* C satisfies 
Op=F 
Then we have the following representations 
ft 
	
p(t, x) = po(x t) + 
J 
F(s, x + (t — s))ds 	 (2.4a) 
(t, ) = e'o(e) + ; 
A
ite 	±zsep(5, e)ds 	 (2.4b) 
2.2 Three Space Dimensions 
We again choose a representation for the Dirac matrices 
12 	0 '\ 	f 0 	cr'\ 
= 0 —12) — —a3 o ) 	
( 2.5a) 
I2=(O1)c'=(1o)a=(o)5=(o1) 	(2.5b) 
The matrices & are known as the Pauli matrices. In analogy to the one space 
dimensional case we let 
X,  
By definition of the Dirac operator we obtain 
= iOoO+aUjx 1 
H — —Thox — aiOjOj 	iøx 
Hence addition and subtraction gives 
Do(O — x) —a3(9—x) =iØ(O+x) 
30(0+x)+0Dj(0+x)=iq5(O—x) 
and setting p = x + 0 and v = 0 - x we obtain 
0p=iq'v 	 8_v=ip 
where we now define  
= Do + 0,3 a3  
2Just as in the case of using D to denote the wave operator in different dimensions it will 
always be clear whether we mean the 1 or 3 dimensional 8+ operator 
and where we again have that 
aa_ = a_0+ = 
We again note that 
= ç/tryOb 
=1012_ I x 12 
1 
- {l + v 12_ p - V I} 





Hence the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations (1.2) may be written in the following 
form 
= içbii 	 = p0 	 (2.6a) 
0_ti = içbi 	 zi(O,.) =vo 	 (2.6b) 
E10 = 	 =00 	0(o,.) = & 	(2.6c) 
The 0± Operators in R 1 +3 
Here we outline the analogous results to Section 2.1 for the three dimensional 
operators. We begin a with couple of Lemmata. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose a 2-spinor p 	-* 02 satisfies 
0+p=F 
then 
= 6+ut1j0() + 	 e)ds J 0 
where 
I 	ea el -2C2 1 e 





since for the nonhomogeneous case we simply apply Duhamel's principle 3.  So 
taking the spatial Fourier transform we have 
0012(t, o + iaj(t, C) = 0 
=> 812(t, ) + iA(C)f2 (t, C) = o 
==> ft(t,) = e itA (e) /1 (C) 
FEW 
Lemma 2.2.2. We have the following representation for the matrices eRA(e)  and 
1 
= {(I + a(C))St + (I - a(C)e_t} 	(2.7a) 
	
I cost iCi +ia(C) sin tlCl 	 (2.7b) 
6—itA() 	a(C))e t  + (I + a(C))e_t} 	(2.7c) 
=IcostIC - ia(C) sintI 	 (2.7d) 
where a(C)  is defined 
= 
&  or 




Proof. Since e_itA(  is the inverse of &,A(e)  it is sufficient to calculate ettA(e).  it is 
straight forward to show that the eigenvalues of itA(C) are given by A = +itICI. 
This then gives us the representation itA = PDP 1 where 
P 	[ Cl — iC2 	C1 — ? C2 1 	
itiCi 	0 = 
ICI—C3 —(+) j [ 0 —itICI j 
Hence we may write 
I 
e1t 	= p 
e 1 	0 
o e_1tII ] 
P1 
[  
gitA() = {(I + a(C))et  + (I — n(C))et} 
The expressions (2.7b) and (2.7d) follow immediately by expressing sintiCi and 
Cost in terms of exponentials. 	 S 
Remark 2.2.3. We note the following relations for the matrices a(C), ±(C) = 
I+a(.) 








Lemma 2.2.4. We have the following Fourier integral representations. 
For the + operator 
 t 
= (t, 	o(e) + f Q(t - s,C)È(s, e)ds 	 (2.10a) 
For the 3_ operator 
3_v = C 	 v(O,.) =1/0 
e) 0 (e) + 	- s,e)O(s,)ds 	 (2.10b) 
where we have 
= {(i - &())eFt + (I + a(ee_t} 	(2.1Dc) 
Q 1 (t, ) = {(I + a(eet  + (I - a())e_it} 	(2.1od) 
2.3 Energy and Charge Estimates 
We gather some of the most basic estimates that we will require. We consider 
n = 1,3 where we have defined the operators 3. 
Lemma 2.3.1 (Energy Estimate). Suppose we have 
Dçb=F 	(O,)=o 
Then we have for A e JR 
(t, •)IIHA(Rfl)  + II 3 (t, )MH A-1  (Rn) 	00 	oIHA(fl) + II1IIHA1(Rfl) 
+ 
ft 
IIF(s, )IHA 1 (n)ds] 
Proof. This follows immediately from the Fourier representation (2.1). 	S 
Lemma 2.3.2 (Charge Estimate). Suppose we have 
= 
Then we have for A E JR 
p(t, )IIHA(n) 	C(t) [MPOMHA(Rn)  + 
ft 
F(s, )IIHA(Rfl)ds] 	(2.11) 
Proof. This also follows immediately from the Fourier representations (2.4b) for 
ii = 1, and (2. 10a), (2. 10b) for 71 = 3 	 [1] 
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Chapter 3 
Equations in One Space 
Dimension 
We now consider the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations in one space dimension. We 
find that many of the same ideas for the three space dimension case occur in the 
algebraically simpler one space dimension case. 
3.1 Fourier Integral Representations 
The proof of Theorem 1.3.3 will rely heavily on being able to estimate solutions of 
the a± operators. As a first step to proving these estimates we firstly calculate the 
Fourier transforms of certain solutions of these operators satisfying an equation 
with a nonlinearity like that in the Dirac Klein-Gordon system. 






Then the Fourier transform of ii has the following form 
	
1 
 f°° (sint(e 




eit'l sill t 	7 )sinte) 	() po(C - 
Proof. By (2.4b) we have the following representation 
= j cos(t) o(n)e_2t_o(e - 
13 
+  I Sifl(t71) 00  
= ()j(t, ) + (ii)n(t,  ) 
Then let vi be the solution of 
	
a_ui = — (Ii) i 	 i = I, II 
Term I 
Using (2.4b) we have that 
00 
= _6jtC I e" I cos(s71) 	fl)d71ds Jo 
rC r '4 	 1 
= _eae I 	I cos(s) e 2E-)d3 	- 
LJO 	 J 
by changing the order of integration. Hence the relevant integral is given by 
77) f
t 
cos(sij) e 2 'ds = [5ht - 	+ 	
srnte] 
2 
and we obtain 
1 r00 = - j [en - + sin(t)]  
Term II 
Again using (2.4b) we have 




71) d71 ds(700  1 
r 	t 
1() = eC 	/ sin(s) e_8ds o(€ - 
f700Lio 	 I 77 
and the relevant integral is therefore given by 
f
t 
sin(s7)e2'ds = ± (e te 5it e1t 5t — 71)) m 
2 	 77 
and we obtain 
= x: 
(t 1 t —71) 	sin(te))  00(71).
77) d77 ____ 	- 
- e 77 
IM 
14 
Lemma 3.1.2. Suppose we have 
= 0 	 OR . ) = 00 	 UtØ(0 ,.) = 	 (3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
=Oz, 	ji(0,.) = 0 	 (3.2c) 
Then 
rob / 
= / (eitnt - + sint)  
+ 	°° 'e Cit., 
	- ) 	sin te) i(1Y 
- 71) d77 1J - 	 77 
Proof. This follows in exactly the same way as the proof for Lemma 3.1.1. 	S 
3.2 Estimates for the 0± Operators 
We will now use the Fourier representations calculated in Lemmata 3. 1.1 and 3.1.2 
to prove the estimates required for our existence theorem. These representations 
have a certain structure that allow us to prove stronger estimates. This is due 
to the fact that the 3 operator has a nonlinear term that is the product of two 
functions, one of which satisfies the &_ operator. Similarly the &_ operator has 
a nonlinear term that is a product of two functions, one of which satisfies the 3 
operator. This structure is not present when we have the following setup 
U+v=0 	 V(0 ' 	V0  
We begin with some elementary lemmata. 
Lemma 3.2.1. For f,g,h defined on IR we have 
If dxdy 	IfII L2( IgII L2() MhM L2()  R2 (1+ IxY(1+IyDb 
dxdy < MfM L2() IIgII L 2 () IIhII L 2 (R)  AR 2 (1 + x + yDa(l + y 
provided that a,b > 0 and a + 5> . 
Proof. See [25] for details. 0 
Lemma 3.2.2. For f, g, h defined on JR we have 
II f(x)g(y)h(x + y)(l + R2 (1 + x + y(l + y)b dxdy 	fL2(R)II9IIL2(IIhIL2( 
provided that a > c, S > c and a + S - c> 
15 
Proof We simply note that we have 
1+x=1+1(x+y)—y)i 
< 1 + lx + l + l] 
<(1+ lx+vD(1+ Nil) 
and so 
(1+IXDC 	 1 
(1 + Ix + y°(1 + Nil)6 - (1 + lx + yl)a_c(l + yb-c 
and the result follows from Lemma 3.2.1. 	 S 
Proposition 3.2.3. Consider the following operators 
	
)J() 	- 	 (3.3a) 
-00 
= I (6±1 sintC - sint(C+n)) 	 (3.3b) 
77\\ 	 (+ij) 
Then for t E [0, T], for some T > 0, we obtain the following estimates 
lN(f, g)(t,  )llHA(R) 15 llf1lH-0(R) 1191111-5(R) 	 (3.4) 
where a, 0, A satisfy the following conditions 
a,/3,A>0 	1>a+A 	>A+a+/3 	(3.5) 
1>fl+A 	1>a+/3 
Proof. We firstly note that since T is fixed then we can replace all constants that 
depend on t by absolute ones. Also by standard limiting arguments it is sufficient 
to consider the case where J' and are real valued with .1 ~: 0, 0 and where 
f, g e 8(R), the Schwartz space. For simplicity we then set 
F(C) = (1+ lelrJ(C) 	G(ij) = (1+ l77lY(n) 
Then by duality it is sufficient to show that for any test function H 
IL 1F* t;11 + IC + 77DA(1 + lClr(' + 177l)'F(e)G(77)H(C + 
IIFIIL2(R)IIGIIL2(R)11 11 11L2(R) 
Now note that 
 
1 ( ±sintC - sint(C + ) 









sintC 	sint(C H-?])) 	.sintsintty 
77
cost?] 	
- 	 C+v C 77 
= 
16 
B 1 : 	C 
A 	B2 
	
Figure 3.1: Decomposition of the 	tj) plane 
and we also have 
1 	 in 	- sin t(e+i)'\ 	
(36) 
(cos
I 	 tt 
t 
1 / 	sinte 	sin tecos tiy + sin tii cos tC) 
77 	
-171 
C - _______________ 
/ 1 	1\ 
= (+) 
+ 
- 1 ( sin te cos tii + sin tv cos te) 
1 	 ( 1 	1 	
) sintv Cos te 
06 
= 	costijsinte- 
1 (sin tC cos tij + sin Uj costC cos tesin tii'\ — 
1 (sin t(e + ij)— cost sin 	
(3.6b) 
Remark 3.2.4. We note that the multipliers F± are continuous and hence the 
above calculations are valid without concerning ourselves with their actions as 
distributions. 
Estimating Term I 
We estimate this by considering the interaction at different frequencies separately. 
We do this by decomposing the domain of the integrals in the (tj, ) plane as shown 
in Figure 3.1. We also note that 
17 
Low-Low Frequency Behavior 





sintC si t(C+)\I 	Ii /sint 	sin t(+ij)\ 
-(
) 
  C+ 	= 	e - e+ 77 ) 
- (1— cos tif,i sintCl 
71  eI 
<1 1 
Hence since all the weights are bounded then it is sufficient to bound 
ff 
1/2 
F(C)G(?])H(C + ?])dCd?] < [ff 	Ic(?])l2ded?]] IeI ~ 1 
X  [ff F( 2 1H(C + ?])l2dedH 
1,2 
5 ll'l1L2(R)IICI6(lrt)ll 11 llL2(R) 
Low-High Frequency Behavior 
Let B 1  = 	 1 < lil, 	:5 11 then using representation (3.6a) we have 
I— (cost?] 
11/ 	sin  te 	sin  t(e+?]))< 	1 	+ 	
1 
lv \ 	C C+v 	(1+)(1+ I61) (1+  H)( 1 +le+n 
(3.7) 
Let B2  = 1(77 , C) 1 < 1 el' IijI < 11 then using representation (3.6b) we have 
Ii / sin t(C+ii)
— 
 cos 
tC  sin tf\I< 
High-High Frequency Behavior 
Let C = {(j,C) 1 < ICI 1 < lil} then using representation (3.6a) we have 
Ii (Cos t sinte sin  t(e+q)\l< 	1 	 1 
77
— 
Iv 	C 	C+v 	(1+ H)('+ lC+) + (1+ I)(' + I) 
(3.9) 
Hence it is sufficient to bound the following integrals 
17  F(C)G(n)H(C + )(1 + lCl )  k2 dv (1 + vl) 1 0(l + IC + vl)' 
F(C)G(v)H(C + 77) (1 
+ 
1771)1 
17 (3.lUb) (1+ IeI)(l + IC + vI)' 
II F(C)G(v)H(C+q)(1 + IC+vI ) dedv (1+ ICI)l_a(1 + I v I)1fi 
To bound (3.10a) and (3.10b) we use Lemma 3.2.2 and to bound (3.10c) use 
Lemma 3.2.1. 
1 
(1+ ICD( 1 + lvi) 
(3.8) 
iI1 
Estimating Term II 
We simply estimate this term by the following trivial estimate 
sin te sin tij < 	1 	 since t e [0, T] 
Hence it is sufficient to bound 
jj 	
F(e)G(ri)H(e + ?7)(1 + ie + n ) A 
(1 + Ie





<JJ - F(e)c(?l)H(e+?7) 	
77 
(1 + eDl_a_A(1 + 
and the result follows from Lemma 3.2.1. 	 S 
Proposition 3.2.5. Consider the following operators 




ij) = (±itn5in tC 
- sin t( + 	
(3.11b) 
Then for t e [0, T] for some T > 0, we have the following estimates 
IIS(f, g)(t,  0 HA(a) 	if un-a-i (R) il9iiH-fi(a) 	(3.12) 
where a, fi and A satisfy the following conditions 
A>0 	1 > a + A 	 > A + a + 0 	(3.13) 
1>/3+A 	1>a+/3 
Proof. We simply note that 
sin  te 	sin  t(e+ii)i < 	1 	 1 e 	
(1 
and the proof then follows in a similar way to Proposition 3.2.3 using Lemmata 
3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 	 S 
Corollary 3.2.6. For a fixed T> 0 we have the following estimates. 
Estimate 1: Suppose we have 
DrF 	 Ø(0,)o 	ato(ol 	01 
v(0,0=0 
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then forte [0, T) we have 
-1 




X [ oIH174(a) + IIi I'H-/(R) + J F(s, 0 
Estimate 2: Suppose we have 
00=FOV
= 
then forte [0, T] we have 
v(O,.) = Vo 
v(O,) = 0 
= 01 
1 
p(t, ) IIL2() 	[IIvolIH_1/4(R) + I IIG(s, ) IIH_1/4(R)ds jI 0  
X [oIH1/4(a + Iløi I'H-/() + J IIF(s, .)IIH3/4(ds] 0 
Proof. These estimates follow by combining Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.1.2 with 
Propositions 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 with A = 0, a = , fi = . The nonhomogeneous 
part follows by applying Duhamel's principle. 	 IN 
3.3 Existence Results 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3.3. We begin with a simple Lemma 
outlining the necessary product estimates we require. 
Lemma 3.3.1. For functions f, g we have the following estimates 
IIfgMH-)(IR) 	Hf Hx l ()MgMHx2(]) 	 (3.14a) 
IIfII 	< IIfIIL2(R)IIIIL2(lR) 	 (3.14b) n.j 
For A, A, it, (i = 1,2) satisfying the following conditions 
0<A,A< 	 A=—A 1 —A 2 	 (3.15) 
2 2 
Proof. We will prove (3.14a) as (3.14b) follows similarly. We begin by fixing 
A, Ai E [0,) 
	
A = - A 1 - 1\2 
and define p, si by 





Then by the usual Sobolev embeddings and Holders inequality we obtain 
IIf9IIH-A(a) 	IIfgILP 
IIfIILSl(R)II1162(R) 
-i IIf H)'1(1)II9IIH'2(]R) 
Fol 
3.3.1 Local Existence 
We fix our data 
/to E L 2 (IR) 	v0 E L 2 (IR) 	Oo  E 	 & e 
then we will show that there is a unique local solution for the following system. 
v(0,.)=vo 
D=-  
8(0,•) = 01 
We begin by considering existence as the uniqueness can be proved similarly. 
Since we are only interested in local existence we consider t € [0, T], with T < oc, 
so that we have absolute constants (independent of t) for all our estimates. We 












= 0 (3.16e) 
for ii = 0,1,2,3,... 
We will now show using a suitable Banach space that this iteration forms a 
contraction mapping. 
Remark 3.3.2. In the following existence proof we will often want to show that 
there exists a T > 0 such that certain quantities involving the 71th  iterates that 
depend on T are uniformly bounded in ii. This we will do by induction on n. So 
if we denote the quantity we are aiming to bound by H'2 (T) and let H(0) denote 
21 
a constant that only depends on the data at t = 0, then we simply remark that 
it is sufficient to bound 
H°(T) P1 (H(0)) 
H1 (T) $ P2 (H(0)) 
H- (T) < H(0) + rQ1 (H 1 (T)) + TbQ2 (H 2 (T)) 	V it > 2 
for some fixed a, b> 0, and where P and Qj are real polynomials with positive 
coefficients. By applying a standard induction argument we see that there exists 
a constant P(H(0)) depending on H(0) such that 
HTh(T) <1  P(H(0)) 
Definition 3.3.3. We define the norm 
E(,p, v)(T) = sw 04(t'') I 6( + Iv(t, •)IIL2( + II(t, )IIH1/4( } 
te[O,T] 
and the Banach Space 
8(T) ={(vø) /t, I/ E C([0,T],L2 (a)), 
E C([0,Tj,H114()),E(,p,v)(T) <} 
Definition 3.3.4. We define 
X(0) = { I&MH1/4(R) + I1011ff-3/4(X) + P0116()  + II 1'OIIL2()} 
Now for each n E N and for 0 < T < 1 we define 
XTh(T) = sup { p(t, D IIL2( + IIvTh(t, )116(a) + II(t, ) IIH'/(R) } 
te[O,T] 
We will show that our iteration is a contraction map on 8(T) for some sufficiently 
small T > 0. We begin by showing that for sufficiently small T > 0 then our 
iterates remain uniformly bounded in it. 
Lemma 3.3.5. For our iteration (3.16) there exists a T > 0 and a constant 
M(X(0)) depending only on the initial data X(0) such that 
XTh(T) M(X(0)) 	 (3.17) 
for all it E N. 
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Proof By Remark 3.3.2 we note that it is sufficient to show that there exists real 
polynomials P1 and P2 with positive coefficients such that 
X ° (T) 1< X(0) 
	
X(T) X(0) + TP1 (X''(T)) + TP2 (X' 2 (T)) 
X'(T) < X(0) + (X(0)) 2 
To bound X°(T) we have 
= 0 
	 D 0 = 0 
Hence using the energy estimates from Lemma 2.3.1 and the charge estimate from 
Lemma 2.3.2 we have 
Ip°(t, 01L2(R) 	$ lI/bOIIL 2 (]I) 
Iv°(t, •)ML2( IIVOIIL2(R) X(0) 
II ° ( t, DIIH'/() 	MOJIH1I4() + IIi IIH-/(R) J 
To bound X(T) for n > 1 we firstly consider pTh(t,•), where we now split it into 
its homogeneous (H) and non-homogeneous (NH) parts as follows 
= /4 + /JJqJj 
= 	 PNH(0,) = 0 
and we therefore have that 
nff ' 	 U!4 \ 	 U (# \ 
P *' 7 L) - /LHy, 1 P(R) 	PNHY' 7 L2(1t) 
By the charge estimate we have 
Ip(t, 0 IIL2QR) ;:T5 II/L01L2(R) 
X(0) 
For the non-homogeneous part we apply estimate 2 of Corollary 3.2.6 to obtain 
t 
IIPNH(t, 0IL2( 	[IIvoIIH_1/4(R) + I 110--2 (S' .)v2(s, 0 
+ II01IIH-3/4(R) 
+  I .)IIH314(ds] 0 
For ii = 1 then we have 
1p1(t, )ML2( 	X(0) + (X(0)) 2 
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For it > 2 then by Lemma 3.3.1 
I 2V 2 (s, D IIH-'/(R) 	II2(, 0 L2(R) IITh_2(s, )IH1/4() 
J0 JØ 2V 2 (s, DIIH_1/4(R)ds 
Similarly 





giving us that 
IIINH(t, •)ML2( 	(x (o) + 
The case for 	Oil L2(R) follows in exactly the same way. For the wave term 
we simply apply the energy estimate 
II(t, 0 MH'14(IR) 5 IloIIHh/4(R) + M'i l[Ji-3J(a) 
+  I I(p 1 U')(s, )IlH314(R)ds 0 
Then by Lemma 3.3.1 
%f1V')(s, 




 l(pm_lvn_l)(s, .)MH 3/4()dS 	T(XTh_1(T))2 
Hence we have that 
Il(t, )lI s1f4(a ) 	X(0) + 
Hence we finally have that there exists a constant P(X(0)) depending only on 
the initial data X(0) such that 
XTh(T) <1  P(X(0)) 
FMI 
We are now able to complete our argument by showing that the iteration forms 
a contraction map on 8(T). 
Definition 3.3.6. For ii = 0,1,2,... we define 
ZTh(T) = sup { 	- 	 ')(t, •)IIL2( + I(v - u1)(t, )L2(R) 
te[O,T] 
+11 (on  m—l)(t )IH'/4( } 
Hence we will complete the proof if we are able to show that 
Z- (T) :!~ {Zn_1(T) + 
This is a consequence of the following lemma 
Lemma 3.3.7. For ri = 2,3,... there exists a constant M0 (X(0)) depending only 
on the initial data X(0) such that 
zTh(T) < TM0 (X(0))(Z" 1 (T) + Z 2 (T)) 
Proof. We consider each term in Z'(T) separately. 
Term 1: /t - p71_i 
We firstly note 
p71_1) = (m—i 
- 	 2 )v - ' + 	2 (v' - 
and we then apply estimate 2 from Corollary 3.2.6 
I 
- p')(t, 	L2(a) 	[IIvoIIH_1/4(R) 
+ 1 II 3_v(s, )IIH-114(R)ds] 0 
[I ' ll 
	 1 
X  U - 	 2)(s, .)}IH1/4()ds J 0 
r t 
+ I J II5_(V 	v2)(s, 
X 	 + IIiIIJJ-3/4 (k) 
+  I H DTh_2(s,  .) IH_3/4( 5] 0 
Then by Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5 we are able to bound 
I I 
	 I 




• I0 IIm_23, ) IIH' R () IIp 2 (s, ) 1IL 2 (R)ds  
<TM(X(0)) 2 
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where again M(X(0)) is a constant depending only on the initial data X(0). 
J
J IID 2 (s, .)MH_3/4(ds =f 	
(pTh3Th_3)(s, 
)MH_3/4()ds 




Ip 3 (s, 	IL2(a)V 3 (s, .)IIL2(a)ds 
< TM(X(0)) 
where we have again used Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5. Hence we have 
- r')(t, )IIL2( :~ [M(X(0)) + TM(X(0)) 2] 
r ,.t 
x I J ID(' 
- n_2)(, 
DIIH-3/4(2) +M 5_(v 1 	v2)(s, .)IH_1/4(k)ds] 
'L0
We now note that we may write 
D(t1 - m-2) = 	(pTh_2vTh_2) + !( 3it 3 ) 
= _(fl-2 jf2_3)pTh_2 - (jTh_2 - 
which gives us that 
I0(_1 - n-2)( 	)IIH-3'4(R) < 	- p3)v2(s )11H3'4(R) 
+ II(u2 
- 	 _3)pfl_3(s, 
DMH-3'4( 
Now we again apply Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5 to obtain 
(it_2 - p 3 ) 2 (s, ) iq-3i4 	(p2 
- n-3)(, 
)IIL2(ni) IIu 2 (s, ) IIL(R) 
<M(X(0))II(ii -2 - pr3)(s, 0IIL2(R) 
< M(X(0))ZTh 2 (T) 
Similarly we can show 
II(Th_2 - P3)jz3(8, )IIH-3'(a) <M(X(0))Z2(T) 
and so we have 
IID(r - 	 2)(s, )MH3'4(R) 
:!~ M(X(0))Z2(T) 
Similarly we write 
- Th_2) = 	- Øfl_3) p fl_2 - n_3(n_2 - 	 3) 
of 
Hence again applying Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5 we obtain 
II8_(v'1 - u2)(s, DMH-1/4( 	
n-2 - 	3)p2(s, )IH-1/4( 
+ IITh_3(p2 - M 3 )(s, )IIH-"( 
$ 	
m-2( 	
D IIL2(I) II(_2 - 	3 )(s, •) iIH'/(a) 
+ II 3 (s, ) IIii (R) IKTh2 - p3)(s, )tL2( 
<— M(X(0)) {IR0-2 -  0'-3)( 8 1 H1 /4 (R) 
+I(Th_2 - p3)(8, DML2(R)} 
< M(X(OZ' 2 (T) 
So we have 
I
t I IE:]( On -1 - 	_2)(, 
•)II3/4( + 3_(V 1 - v2)(s, .)IIH1/4(ds 
0 
~ TM(X(0))Z 2 (T) 
which finally gives us 
- p')(t, )11L2(R) :~ TM(X(0))Z 2 (T) 	 (3.18) 
Term 2: v' - 
By exactly the same arguments we can show 
- v1)(t, )IIL2() :5 TM(X(0))Z' 2 (T) 	 (3.19) 
Term 3: - n-1 
We again note that 
D(Th - On-1) 	(n_1 - pfl_2)pfl_1 + (v' - 
So applying the energy estimate from Lemma 2.3.1 we have that 
t 
- 	1)(t, 	H1/4() 	I II(
,- 1 - 
0 
t 
+ I - 0 
T sup 	- 
te[0,T] 










&,)I I L2 (R) 
4 f 	' 
L2(R) n-2 k P 	b,) I  L2 (R) 
(3.20) 
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where we have again used Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.5. So using (3.18), (3.19) 
and (3.20) we have that there exists constant M0 (X(0)) such that 
ZTh(T) TM 0 (X(O(Z' 1 (T) + Z--2 (T)) 
and the local existence proof is complete. 	 . 
We are now left with having to show that the solution is unique. This follows 
in exactly the same way as Lemma 3.3.7. We simply assume that we have two 
solutions that we will denote as (ji, ii, ) and (ji ' , z/, 41). We then let 
K(T) = sup  
tE[O,t] 
+ 11 ( - 
Following Lemma 3.3.7 exactly then we see that 
K(T) <TK(T) 
and hence we see that K(T) = 0 for sufficiently small T. 
3.3.2 Global Existence 
Using a well known conservation property of the system we are able to show that 
in fact we have global existence. This conservation property has been used to 
show global existence for many Dirac equations. See for example [I or [4}. 
Conservation of Charge 
Rom our definition (2.3) of the Dirac Klein-Gordon system then we can easily 
show a conservation property known as the conservation of charge. Firstly note 
that for any classical solution 0 € Col ([0,T] x R), p,v E Col ([0,T] x 1) we have 
/2&+p + pOp + P3_11 + vO_P = 0 
= 3o( 	+ 1v1 2 ) + ôi(1p12 - v 2 ) = 0 
Hence integrating with respect to the spatial variable we obtain that 
ao  L Ip(t,x)1 2  + Iv(t,x)I2dx = 0 
+ v(t,x) 2dx = L1o1 2  + Ivo(x)I 2 dx 
We can extend this to our weak solutions by the following limiting argument. We 
fix our data 
/10 E L2 (R) 	V0 E L 2 (R) 	4o e H1 "4 (R) 	& e H-3/4 (R) 
and we have proved that there exists a local weak solution (, p, ii) to the Dirac 
Klein Gordon equations. We then choose functions f,, g,, h,, k E Cr(]R) for 
n= 1,2,... s.t. 
fn_*ILO 	 Yn _*110 
with convergence in L 2 (R) and 
with convergence in H114 (R) and H-1/4 (R) respectively. Then for each m = 
1,2,... we have classical solutions 1f', it for which 
IR Ip(t,x)I 2  + v(t,x)I2dx = J If(x)1 2  + g(x) 2 dx 
Using similar estimates to our existence proof we can show that 
f pfl(t, x)1 2  + V(t, x)I2dx 	J Ip(t, x)1 2  + Iv(t, 
and by construction we have 
J If(x)I + g(x)2dx 	j Io(x)I + 
and hence the conservation property holds for our weak solutions. We are now 
able to show that for any local solution of (, p, ii) of (2.3) then we have for any 
T such that T € [0, cc) we have 
X(T) = sup { II(t, )1IL2(R) + v(t, )IIL2() + II(t, )IIHv4(R)} <cc tE[O,T] 
It is well known that this is a sufficient condition to show that the local solution 
can be extended uniquely to a global solution. For example see [4]. We see 
immediately that we have 
II(t,)ML2( 	} 	
[ ii 	+ 	L2(] 
Mt:DIIL2() 
By the energy estimate 
(t, ) I614(w) 
t 
{II0IIuh/4( + 1101 MH-314(R) + 	II(p)(s, 
t 
{ IOMH1/4(R) 
+ IIøi IIH—/(R) + 	H(s, 0 1IL 2 () 11 v(s, 0 1IL2(R) } 
2'l 
< 	 + T [IIPoIL2(a + IIVOIIL2()oRa 	 ]  5 
Hence we can easily see that 
X(T) < X(0) + T(X(0)) 2 
Mi 
Chapter 4 
Fixed Time Null Form Estimates 
in Three Space Dimensions 
The proof of Theorem 1.3.4 requires several different estimates on solutions of 
the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations. We begin by reproducing the analogous re-
sults of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations in three space 
dimensions. 
4.1 Fourier Integral Representations 
We calculate the Fourier integral representations of solutions to the 0+ operators 
satisfying non-linearities of the type found in the Dirac Klein-Gordon system. As 
in the one space dimension case, this will allow us to expose a certain structure 
that will enable us to prove some of the necessary estimates for our existence 
theorem. We begin with a broader look at this structure. 
4.1.1 Null Forms in lR13 
In what follows we see that solutions of the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations exhibit 
a null structure as introduced by Klainerman [21] and studied extensively by 
Klainerman and Machedon, see [22], [25], [26]. This structure was first studied in 
these equations by Beals and Bezard [1] and can be seen in both the nonlinearity 
of the wave equation and in the solutions of the 0+ operators. To make this 
parallel clear we introduce the following definition. 
Definition 4.1.1. We define the Fourier symbols for fixed j, k such that 
1<jck3 
Q(m) 	IiIe = (4.la) 
(4.lb) 
- 1 771 K  
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= i3e' 	ejIjI 
IeIIi 
(4.lc) 
Remark 4.1.2. This definition is similar to those made for null forms in [11] and 
[25] where we have 
	
Q0 (b) = 	- 
Q0 (q5,b) = 	- 
Qij(,) = DiqSDj?b - 
Remark 4.1.3. These symbols will be introduced into our system of equations 
from the following relations. For Q0  and  Qk  we have 
I ± a()a() = + ek  aick 
iiiei 
= ± 	(Siki + Z€mjkU) 
For Qom  we have 
= Q(,e)I+ €mikQik(me)a 	 (4.2) 
a(e) = 	
+ 
- (rimleHemlql'\ yn 
\ 
= Q m (77, e)0 m 	 (43) 
where a(e) is defined as in (2.8), where it is introduced in the Fourier represen-
tation of solutions to the i9 =E operators. 
4.1.2 Representations of solutions of the 3±  Operators 
The following two lemmata are the analogues of Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.1.2 
although these three dimensional results are quite substantially more algebraically 
complex than the one dimensional cases. We again calculate the relevant Fourier 
integral operators that we will then estimate in Section 4.2. 
Lemma 4.1.4. Suppose we have 
00 = 0 	 (Q,.) =00 	 D(0,) = 	 (4.4a) 
3_v=0 	 v(0,.)=iio (4.4b) 
=Ov 	i(0,) = 0 	 (4.4c) 
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Then we have that 
&(n) {W0(t;  77,C - 71)1 + emjkW k(t; n , C - 
• f 1 (71){Fo (t; mC - ) I + emjkFjk(t; 77,- fl)Um 
• iFom(t;ii,C - fl)am}vo(C - 
where we have the functions 4' defined as follows 
TO (t; q 	
1 Isin tlC+tyl 	sintCI cost 
q 
} 
,) = 1 IC +iI +  
,I (rijC - flkCj) Wk (t; 71 C) 2 	ICxnI 2 
Xfl 
{ sin tl C+hJI 
(C+fl —sint1 ) 	ostlel jllj _  sin tlel Cos tlfll jfj } 1e + 1  
TO. (t;n,C) =Ji { Cos ti + iI -  - costlfll Cos tlCl1 + sintInI sin tIC( j1 } 
1711 	 1711 
(flCmCVm) 
CxiiI 2 
and the functions F defined 
Fo(t;ii,C) 	
i sin tltil sin tlCl 
2 	1711 	JCj 
77, C) =Cost I71I Cost 161 -Cost I C  + 711 - 
ICH71I sin tfl I sin tii 
} 
(C - IlkCj) 
IC >< 711 2 
	
Fom (t;ri, C) = { sin tIC + flu (C+ fl) 	sin tI71I costICI 	-sin tICI Cos tlfl 
C )77 
IC+fl 1711 l I TTJ 
(uICmC 7lin) 
ICxtiI 2 
Proof. Using the representations (2.1) and (2.10b) we have that 
= f cos tIflIo(71)Q'(t, C - fl)Do(C - 
+f sintIflI 1 (71)cr 1 (t,C  InI 
=(v)j(t, C) + ( v)ji(t, C) 	 (4.5) 
Then let p i be the solution of 
= (v) 	 t(O,.) = 0 	i = I, II 
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Evaluation of Term I 
Using (2.10a) and (4.5) we have that 
e) = f f cos 	 - , )Q- , e - 	- 
by changing the order of integration and where we have 
At; 77 , 	 = I cos sIIQ(t - s, e)'(s, e 	- )ds 	(4.6) 
We now have that 
Q(t - 	- t) = cos(t - s)IeI Coss JC - 
+ i cos(t - s)ICI s in sIC - kE(C -  77) 
- isin(t - S)O coss - ijla(C) 
+ sin(t - s)ICI sin stC - vla(C)a(C - 77) 
To calculate J(t; tj, we require the following integrals 
L cos(t - s)ICI cos sIC - qI  cos sl?71ds 
- '(II + 	- t)sint(InI + IC - 	I) - 1 61  sintiCi 
4 	 I——m(C—) 
sin  tICI - (II - IC—?lDsint(H - IC—) + IIet  (47) 
4 	lllC—I+.(C—v) 
ft 
sin(t - s)ICI cos siC - iI cosslijlds 
0 
- 1 IC1 {cost 	- cost(II + IC - 	D} 
HIC —  	 — m(C — j) 
 771) -	- (4.7b) 
4 
- s)IClsinsIC - 	cos sIIds 
- 1 (II + IC - 	I) {cost 	- costfl 	+ IC - 	I)} 
4 	 HIC —  	 —(C —) 
1 (II - IC - iI) {costlCl - Cos t(1771 - IC - (4. 7c) 
+ 4 	 HIC—nI+(C—n) 
sin(t - s)ICI sin sIC - iI cossliilds 
- i(IijI - IC - ijl)  sin  tlCl - CI sin t(q - IC -  771) 
4 	 1 7711 ~  
47d 
+ 4 IIC —  	 — 	(C —) 
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 a(n) + 
	- 	
- 	 (4.8) 
Now to simplify the algebra we consider splitting the integral as follows 
J(t; j, 	= J1 (t; j, e) - i.J2 (t; 	 (4.9) 
where J1 and J2 are defined as 
t Ji(t;e) =L m 	Cos 5h105t_8 	Cos  5e_hh1 
+ sin(t - s)Iej sin  se - ijla(e)a(e - )} ds 	(4.10a) 
t J2(t;v,) =L cos  sIhI{sin(t_S)IeI  cos  SIe_ha(e) 
- cos(t - s)IeI sin se - 	- 77) Ids 	 (4.10b) 
Firstly we consider J1 (t;q,). Then using (4.7a), (4.7d) and (4.8) we have 
{ (lvi + IC - vI) sin  t(IijI + IC - iiI) - i sintlC( = 
- vi - j.(C - 
I sintlCl - ( H - IC - vD sin t(IvI - IC vi) l j 
+ 	4(I77II6—+R6 —v)) 	f 
+ 
I  (It + IC - vI) sin  tlCl - ICi sint(IvI + IC - vi) 
4 (In  IIC - vi - n. (C - ii)) 
+ (lvi - IC - vi) sin  tICi - _ CI sin t(IvI - IC - vi) 
	
4(I77I1C-71I+77.(6-77)) 	5 
X ( a 
IC — vi - 
+ ICI 
430 





1 	( 	 _ 
 77 - - 4e - 	- 	I I, -sin 	
- ie - D) I 
x - 77) 
1 
+ 	 I I 
- 	- 	
P71 snitWiI + I -  77) 
- sin 	
- - KH + ie - VI)) }i 
Iel 
- 	 1 	{4IIe—lQ(me—) IIsint(Il - 
— sintlel 
	
(i 	+ ie - l(II - - nl)) }j 
We now note that we have 
1e 2  - le—l(H+IC—RI) 
	
2 ——vi 2 —iC—iIi 
liIIC - iIQ(m' — ii) Inll — qIQ(mC - 77) 
HlC — IQ(mC — ) 
1I2 + K - iI 2  + 2m (C - 1]) - IC - I2 	III 
NilIc —nIQ(mC—') 
II2 + 2 IIIC - ijftl - 	- 	- IiiC —'iI 
iIiC - iIQ(mC - 71) 
1 771 + 	—2 
IC - IQ(mC - i) 
Similarly we have 
1d 2 + K - iI(H - K —RI) ICV - 	2  +  — IH 
mIld - 	- 	In 116 — nIQ(n,C - 77) 
I(C—n)+I 2— IC -2 +K — IH 
17711  — qIQ(mC - 77) 
II2 + K - 2 + 277.(C - 	- IC - 	+ K - iIIiI 
IiIIC - iIQ(mC - 77) 
1 77 12 + 2 I771IC - I(Q(n,C - 	— 1) + 1771 K 	771 
IiIK - iIQ(mC— 77) 
1771 — IC-771 +2 
IC-77iQ(77,C - 77) 
Hence we have 
___ I__ _ 
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I 	- H+K- 
tICI sin t(1 771 + K - 
Now introducing the null forms as we did in (4.2) and (4.3) we see that we have 
sint'{ 	
IiI — K—il 
J, (t; 
(sintlel 	sint(l?]l—IC—?]D'\ me) = 
l 	4K—Q(me— 	Ki - H—le- 771 
x (Qt(m _)I+emikQik(me_)a m)} 
Nil + IC - l( sinticl 	sin t(177 1 + K - 711) 
 H+le- 771 
x (Qo(me - ) I - EjkQjk(fl,C - )
am)} 
Hence we have 
i sin tiCi 
1+ 
sin t(1711 + IC - uI) - sint(IiiI - K - ui) 1 
2 	1C1  
+{
(mi — K — ui) (sintlCi sintOuii — K— ujiY 
4iC—Q(mC—n) Ki - H— IC — 771/ 
(Nil + K - ij)(sin tKi sin  tatyl + K - nD'\ 1 











 sin tiC — uli'\ 1 
K 	
H I_ I 
(lul—K-ul) 	(sintlCl 	sint(j — K — ili)'\ 
4K—Q(mC—u) KI - H— K —  
(Nil + K - ui) /sintlCi 	sint(lni + K - n) 1, 
 H+K— 771)J 
i 
>< 6mjkQjk(71,C _ q)am 
We then note that we have 
{ 	(Nil - K - ui) 	- sint(iji - K - 771)
)4K—uiQ(mC— 
 
Ki 	Nil — K— ui 
(Nil + K - ui) 	(sintKi - sin t(iuji + K - 771)
4K—nIQC— CI 	Nii+ K — ni 
Ut 
I 	
{sint 4Ie-7)IQ(me—)Q(me-7)) 	i (I7)I(Qme—+Qme- 
+I—(Q(me-7))— 
- (sin t(I - - ) + sin t(177 1 + 1C - vD) (Qme - v) + Q(me — 7))) 
+ (sin t(( 7) I + I  - ) - sin 	- - nD) (Qme - i) - 	
- ) } 
Then using the following relations 
- le x (4.11a) 
- 1C1 2 H 2 
	
Q+ (i,e) + Qo,e) = 2 	 (4.11b) 
- Q(mC) = 2 	 (4.11c) IelH 
then we see that we have 
If (I7)I-1e-7)I) (sintII sint(ltjI —e — ijD 
41Ie—lQt(me-7)) iei Iil — le — oI 
(lnI + ie - uI) (sintlCl 
_  1~1 
sint(IujI + I 	- 
 H+Ie — M 	) I Qk(7),e-7)) 
={ 
sint4j - sintlul costle - -  sin tle - ii cos tlul 	I 
} 
(jj(e - _)__- llk(e - .7) 
I(_u)x2 
=wk(t;7?,e _7)) 
Hence we finally see that 
J1 (t; 77 , 	 = 	7), - 7))I + EmjkWjk(t i, - 
Now consider J2(t;77,e). Then using (4.7b), (4.7c) and (4.8) we have 
- { 	
H + IC - 771 1 Cos tiCi - cost(ivI + - 7)D) 
I——qC—rñ 
+ 	IC—ui 
- + Th(C - ) 
(costiei - Cos t(1 771 - IC - ui)) I (C — 7)) 
{ 	 (COS tICi - Cos t(Iuii + IC - ui)) 
luIICiI —u.(—q) 
- ICI  (Cos  tICl - Cos t(Iuii - IC - ui)) 
} 
(fa(u) + IC — ulQ(C - 
177I1C-771 +n(C — i) 	16 	161 
- {costiC— cost(iqi - IC —ui)) 
- 	 IC — uiQ(mC — u) 	
(au +(C — n)) 
- 
{costICl
- cost(iuji+ IC—uI) (a ( 77) _a(C_ui)) 
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We now use (4.3) to introduce the null forms to obtain 
J2(t;77,e)= 





Q.(m e — i) 
Qb(mC — i) 
1 
I  — IQ(m 6 - n)Q(me — n) 
x 
+ ( Cos t( Ii + I - I) - Cos t(IvI - - UI)) 
- ( Cos t(II + ie — nI) + Cos t(II - I 
X 
To complete the proof for .J we note the following relations 
(1611 771 - 	1) (II97m + Iitem) 
iei 2 v 2 
I 2 1?717m + I7I 2 IeIem - (e.i)kim — 
IeI 2 H 2 
(IeIII +ij)  (16Hm 
- 177I2IeIem+ (6 .?? ) 16177M - (ei)IjIem 
ICI 2 InI 2 
and hence 
Q,c)Q,e) - Qt(me)Q(me) 
= 2 II idem - 2ieim




Q,C)Qm(mC) + Qt 	 C) Q(, 	
21612lii177m - 
IC 1 1 1 77 12 
- 	2 e(ee) 	(4.12b) 
- Mii 161  
Then by using (4.11a), (4.12a) and (4.12b) we have that 
J2(t;77, C) = i{ Cos ticIf — costi 17IcostIC -77Ij 1  
+ sintInI sintid - iI -i) 
}(C 
- 	- (C - 71)71mm 
ii 	I(C -71)x711 2 
= Wom(t;ii,C - 
9.3 
and hence we see that 
Z
. 
J(t;ri, ) = TO (t; i, - ) + EmjkWjk(t , - 	- iWo m (t; 77, - 
Evaluation of Term II 
Using (2.10a) and (4.5) we have 
fl1(77)Q(1 — s,C)(s,e - 77)Do(e - 77)d77ds Rii(te)=fJ 
SSi77i
H 
= J 1(77)K(t;e,77)Do(e - 77) d77 
by again changing the order of integration and where we have 
sin 	
I 	
— s, 	ri)ds 
t 
e)cl -1 (s,e — = L Iii 
We again have that 
- s, e)w 1 (s, — tj) = cos(t — s)ei cos  sic - rI 
+ icos(t - s) 1c1 sin sic - ic(c - 
— i sin(t - s)ici cos  sic - iila(c) 
+ sin(t - s)ICI sin siC - via(C)a(C - 
To calculate K(t; 77, ) the necessary integrals are 
I 
Jo 
cos(t - s)iCi cos  siC — 	sin si771ds 
1 771 + 16 	771 {costii - cost(ini + iC - 77D}  — 4 iiie - ni - (c - 71) 
1 	iC ——  H {costiCi - COS 41 771 - ic - iii)} 	(4.13a) +4 HC - i + 1( - ) 
1 
Jo 
cos(t — s) 161 sin siC - 771 sin  si77ids 
liCisintiCi - (iiii - 1C-771)sint(1q1 - 1C —77J) 
4 ifliiC—fli+T(C77) 
1 iCi sintiCi - 
+ 




sin(t - s)iCi cos siC - ni sin  si77ids 
1 	i sint(1771 - iC - 771) - (1771 - iC - iii) sintiCi 
1 (i77i +K -
+ 4 
i)sin tici - iCi sin t(1771 +K - 77i) 	(4.13c) 
iiC——C - 77 
39 
j sin (t - s)IeI sin s 1 	nI sin  sIds 
1 	ci {cost(1 - - ij) - costici} 
- 4 I771 Ic —I +.(—) 
1 	ci 
4Ink —i — m(— 
q) {cost(iiii + IC - I) - costici} 	(4.13d) 
Again to simplify the algebra we consider splitting the integral as follows. 
K(t; 77, ) =K1 (t; 77, ) + iK(t; 77, ) 	 (4.14) 




H771 I  
+ sin(t - s)iCi sins 16 - 	- 77)}ds 	 (4.15a) 
K2(t;77,6) = F771 I 
- sin(t - s)ici cos sic - 771a(e)}ds 	 (4.15b) 
Firstly we consider Ki(t;ti,c). Then using (4.8), (4.13a) and (4.13d) we have 
1 costici - cost(iiii - ic - i) 
Ki(t;ij,c) 
4 1771 	HI - 77IQt(77, c - 
x {ac - i - 	- Id 	+ Id 	1a(c - 
1 Cos tldl - Cos 41771 + ic - iii) 
+— 
TI 7-7-1 	I77II6-7IQo(71,6-77) 
x 1(1 771 + 16 — 	— o (a(77) +d1a(d — 77)) a(d — 
—
Cos t161 — costOnl + IC — 7D 
{I — 
a(ti)a(C — 77)} 
— 41771I6-771Q(77,d-7) 
costI — costa?7I — Ic — lI) J + cE( 77)a(6 — 
417711d—vIQt(77,d-77) 	I. 
Again introducing the null forms as we did in (4.2) and (4.3) we have 
K, (t; 	
Cos t161 - cost(I77I + Ic - I) 
77,d) = 
4I1II6-1IQ(77,6-77) 
X {77c_77I_ i €mikQik(77,d_h1)cm} 
Cos t161 — Cos 41 771 — Id 	771) 
— 	4In1I6-77IQ(77,6-77) 











- 	 ( 
2 IiiIIe—?i 	j 	2 	
- 
+ Cos 41771 - K - I) - costlel i Qk(m - 
	
Q(me — 'ri) 	5 
We then note that we have 
cost(Inl + K - ) - cost + Cos 41771 - - I) - costlel 
Q(me — ri) 
Qt (me - )Q- ( 	
{ - Cos tIe((Qme - ) + Q(m 
-7
7) 
+ (cos tai + 1 C - I) +cost(II - K - D) ((me - ) + QO,e - 
(ostan +  - 	- cost 	-  - ) (Q 	- ) -+ 	 m 
 ql 	=' { Cos 071 costI - - costiCi - 
	
sin tie - i sin tII} 
7 711 771 
where we have used (4.11a), (4.11b) and (4.11c) and we see that 
K 1 (t; me) = Fo (t; mC - ) I + cmjkFjk(t; 77, C - 
Secondly consider K2 (t;77,). Then using (4.8), (4.13b) and (4.13c) we have 
1 
{ IeIsin tIe_(II_Ie_I) 
sin 
 t(H—Ie—I) 
K2 (t; ï, C) 






 tICI 4 	 HK—i+m(C—i) 
+ (lnl+K_?D sin  tICI_ICI  sin  t(I71l+lC_)} 
IM 	771 -.(-i) 
() 
+ IC - ija( -7))) 
IC H? I 
Hence we have that 
 m l - K — i 	sintlCi 	sin t(1771 - IC-7)l) K2(t;q,) 	
4HIe—nIQ(Cm—n) 
 
mel 	- mm — me—m 	) 
17)I+IC-7)I 	(sintiCl sin t(l_iil+I7)I))} () 
- 4HK—Z(mC-7)) 	- IC-7)l+H 
1 
+ I7)IK 7)IQ(mC - 
{ ICI sin  tiel - ( ml - IC
77) 
 - tjl) sin t(1771 - IC - iiI) 
IiI  
77 1 1e1 sint(I7)I - IC - 771) - ( ml - IC - 7)1) sintlel) }aC - 77) IClliI 
41 
1 
+ 4 17711C—niQ(77,C-77) 
I 	sin t 	- (IiI +1  C  - iiI) sin  t(171 + iC - nI) xj 
H 
((ml + IC - 	) Sint I C I - 	sin t(mvl + IC - nD) }e ICIH 77) 
Now we have that 
ICI sin  tICI - (ml - IC - 771) 	- iC - ql) 
In  





- K— nI)) 	sin 41771 - IC — nD 
= CI 	 lil 
Similarly 
CI sin  tICI - (ijI + IC - il) sin  t(liiI + 1C - nI) 
IM 
ICHI 	((InI+ IC 




 IC - 	(1 771 + IC - nI)) - sin t(Inl + IC 	111) 
= 10 	 IiI 
Therefore 
{H - IC - 7I 	(sin tICI 
- 
sin t(1771  - IC - 771)  K2 (t; Th-  
  4I nIIC—nIQt(—n) 	KI 	H— IC — 	) 
nI + IC - jI 	 - jI) -sintlCl 
n+4lnIIC—nIQ(C—f In+IC — nI 	1C1 
) ( 77) 
 
(1C1 2 + IC - 771(1771  - IC - 
+ 	
1 	 tsintl nD ) 
    4 lnIIC - nIQ(mC - n) 	 CnIo 
-sin t0 ,ql  - IC 	nD}a(C —n) 
1 {sintICI ( 2 C_+  
+ 	
K ) 
IIC—nIQ( 	 ICHnI 
D) 
4 In mC— 
+ sin t(1771 + IC - nI)}a(C —n) 
We now note that 
1C1 2 + IC — iI(InI - IC - nI) _RC —n) +7112  + InlIC - nI - IC—nI 2 
InIQ(mC — n) 	- 	InIQ(nC — n) 
IC _ n 1 2 +ln l 2  + 277.(C — n) + IC - nI - IC = _71I2 
InIQ(mC —ii) 
InI2+2InIIC—nI(Q(mC—n) —1)  + InlIC—nI 
- 	 InIQ(n,C—n) 
H— IC — nI +21C—nI 
Qo(n,C—n) 
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Similarly we have 
— K— iil(IvI + K — I) Re— ) +I2 — He — ___ — K _2 
— 	IIQ(,e—) 
Ie - 77I 2 +I 2 + 2m(e — ) — l]IIC —  ]I — Ie—iI 2 
HQ(mC — ii) 
H 2 +21 n IIe—I(1 — 	— 7111 	771 
InIQ(mC - 77) 
— 2 - 771 
Hence we have that 
— 	H — K — sin tj ~ j 	sin t(1771 — K— 771) 
1 	ie— 	(n, 	
77) 	
KI I n 	— IC—Ut — 
x (a() + a(C — 
IiI+Ie — 	iI — fsin tICI 	sin t(Iij+IC — i) 
4I7I1 	—IQ(77,e—il KI ii+ie—i 
x (a(v) — 	— 
II—Ie—IfsintIeIsint(II—K—i) Q(me—) 
iei H— K —  
ii+ie — 	f sin tK Qm(fl])  orm 
KI II + -771 	Q(C) 
1 
47IK —IQ(mC — iñQ(m 	— 77) 
x 




+ {( sin tI+ IC—  I) —  sint(II — K — UI)) 
(zme — 	)Qtm(fl,C - fl) + Q,)Q(mC — 77) 
+ 	( sin t(lI + K—I)+  sin  t(Il — K — 	I)) 




Then using (4.11a), (4.12a) and (4.12b) we see that 
K2(t;zi,C) ={ sintICf - sintHcostlC - 
—} '7(C — ?])m — 




(C) X 77 12 
Fom(t; mC - 77) 
Hence we have that 
K(t; 77 , C) = Fo (t; 77, - )I + ! CmjkF k(t; 77, - )am + iFom (t; mC - 
which completes the proof. 	 S 
Lemma 4.1.5. Suppose we have 
= o 	 (O,.) =00 	3Ø(O,.) = çb 	(4.16a) 
(4.16b) 
ii(O,.)=O 	 (4.16c) 
Then we have that 
(t, C) = J o (){ o (t; 77, - )I + EmjkW ik(t , - 
— 'T'om(t; q, - )am}ft (C 
+ J i(){Fo(t; 77, C - ??)1+  EmjkFjk(t; n' C - 
— Fom (t; 	- 77)a"}/2o(C - 77) d77 
Proof. Using the representations (2.10a) and (2.1) we have 
= J o(n) cos tHO(t, C - 	- 
sin I  
ml 
=(i)1 (t, C) + ( p) jj (t, C) 	 (4.17) 
Then let vi be the solution of 
= (Øp) 	 zi(o,.) = 0 	 i =I, II 
Evaluation of Term 1 
Then using (2.10b) and (4.17) we have that 
cos sIo(ii)Q'(t - s, C)(s, - 	o(C - v)dds 
	
= f 
0 (j)L(t; n, 	o(C - 
again by changing the order of integration and where we have 
t L(t; 77, C) = A cos sIIQ(t - s, 6)(s, C - ) ds 	(4.18) 
We again have that 
Q-1 (t—s,C(s,C-77) =cos(t—s)CI Coss IC—i,II 
- icos(t - s)ICI sinslC - nla(C - 
+isin(t - s)ICI cossiC - ia(C) 
• sin(t - s)ICI sin 	- ?lIa(C)a(C - 77) 
and we note that 
L(t;'q,)= Ji(t;77,C)+iJ2(t;7,C) 
where Ji(t;ij,) and J2 (tq,) are defined as (4. 10a) and (4. 10b). 
Hence following the analysis as in Lemma 4.1.4 we have 
L(t; i, ) = W o (t; 77, - )I + €mjkW k(t; 77, - ) am + iom (t; 77, - 
Evaluation of Term II 
Again using (2.10b) and (4.17) we have 
sin IflIwi(t - s, C)(s, C - 7/)o(C - 7/)dl/ds i(tC)=f f&(n) ii 
= f j(7/)M(t;71, C)o(C - 
where we have 
M(t; 77, ) = [ 
sin H Q-1 (t - s, C)(, C - 7/)ds 
Jo 	In  
Again we note that 
= Ki(t;n,C) - iK2 (t;71,) 
where K, (t; m C) and K2 (t; t, ) are defined as in (4.15a) and (4.15b). 
Hence again following the analysis as in Lemma 4.1.4 we have that 
M(t; 77, ) = F0 (t; 77, - 7/)I + — EmjkFjk(t; 77, - ) am - iFom (t; q, - 
U 
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4.2 Null Form Estimates 
We now use the representations from the previous section to prove estimates on 
solutions of the Dirac Klein-Gordon equations. The following Propositions, 4.2.2 
and 4.2.4 are the analogues of Proposition 3.2.3 and Proposition 3.2.5 of Section 
3.2. 
Lemma 4.2.1. For f, g, h defined on R3 . Then 
Jf f(x)g(y)h(x + dxdy 	If IIL(R3) MgIIL2(Ra) IhIlL2(R3) Izh(l + IxD 6 
provided that a < and a+ b> . 
If didy 	MfM L2(3) IIgII L2() MhI L 2(R3)  (1+1w + YDC(l + IyI)d 
provided that c, d > 0 and c + d> 3 . 
	
II f(x)g(y)h(x + 	Ill I1L2(R3)1I9IIL2(R3){lhllL2(R3) {(x,y):x<1} 	 Iwla 
provided that a < 
Proof. See Klainerman and Machedon [25. 	 U 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let 
g)(t, ) 
= f F(t; 77 , - )J(e - 
with in = 0; (Om); (jk) and the functions F defined as in Lemma 4.1.4. Then 
there exists a n > 0 for all t E [0,T], where 0 cT < 1 such that 
(f,g)(t, •)IIHAORS) T"IIfIIHa(3)IIgIlHs(a) 	(4.19) 
for a, 0 and A satisfying the following conditions 
OcA 	 0<a+1—A 	0<43+1—A 
0< a+43+ - A 
Remark 4.2.3. To simplify the proofs we assume that f and are real valued with 
/ > 0, ~! 0 and we let f,g E 8(R3), the Schwartz space. These conditions are 
easily removed by splitting the functions and considering density arguments. 
Proof. Firstly note that since t e [0, T] we again have the following trivial in-
equality 
sintlel < 	t 	< 	T 
Ii ('+I)('+I) 
We now define 
F() = (1 + Ielr!(e) 	G(ij) = (1 + 
and we consider each of the symbols D o , 
	
and 4jk  separately. 
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Symbol o 
By duality it is sufficient to bound 
10 (F, C, H)(t) =11 sin tIvI sin  tICI I 	(1+  IC + 	F(C)C()H(C + )dCd I liiI 	CI (1+ I0a(1 + II) 
5 T"F23 IICI[L2(R3)IIIIIL2(3) 
Then we have 
(1 
10 (F, C, H)(t) T2 	 +IC+I1I) A if (1+ 100+ 1 ( 1 + 	F(e)C()H(e + )dCd (4.20) 
Firstly consider 	1 7. Then since 0 < A and 0 <8 + 1 - A we have 
('+IC+iIY 	(1+I1)DA 
	
1 	< 1 
(1 + 11)11+1-A 	(1 + ICDfl+l_A 
F(C)C(ii)H(C + ) 10(F,C,H)(t) T2ff 
(1 + I0a+$±2_A dCd 
and the result follows from Lemma 4.2.1. The case Id I ~! II follows by symmetry. 
Symbol Om 
Again by duality it is sufficient to bound 
Jom (F, C, H)(t) 
IfsintIC+ (C+ q) 	tICI ---  sintICtcostIiiIjfj = 	 '1ICI — srntlijlcos 
( 1 +IC+71I) A 
IC x I 2 (1 + ICI)a(1 
+ 
1 
1)/3 F(C)C(71)H(C + 77)<d77 
IIFIIL2(3)IIGIIL2(Ra)IIHIIL2(a3) 
Since we have symmetry in ij and C then it is sufficient to consider the case when 
IiI ~! 1 61. We first gather some basic results and set notation. Let 
C7 
9=/(C,ij)=  Cos  O= 
ICIIiiI 
=z 	 Cos IC + 	III 
then we have the following 
77 ± 	(1 ± COS e)h/2 	 (4.21a) 
II ICI I 
C + 77 ± 	(1 ±  COS )"2 	 (4.21b) 
IC+iil kili  I i ICm7/ - 7/m6I < 	 (4.21c) 16 	 1IC+'iUFI sin 
Also we have 
(4.22) 
1 	 1 	 < 	 e•i <0 
IsinOl - (1—  COS  O)h/2 (1 +  COS  O)h/2 __ __ _ 	0 
Finally since 	we have cos 0 > 0 since we have that 
IC + nIIijI cos  0 = (C + n)ii = C.i + I 1 I 2 
e• + ICIIiI 
>0 
We now consider two cases 	~: 0 and C•j < 0. 
Case 1: .tj > 0 
In this case we write 
sin t Ie + I+ 	i t I ji I t i tICItHC 
Ie+iI ii 
=[ sin tIe+nI_  sin  ta v I + ICDli +  sin t(Ie + I)(C 
iIiI 	 IC+ii 	H) 
+sint COS tIijI 	q(- - 
and hence we have 
Iom (F, C, H)(t) 
ii 
Pr sint + jI - sint(InI + ICDI (1  + iC + l )'F(C)C(n)H(C + dCdr 
('+ IeI)a(1 + 	ICiIIi sin 0  
sin t +  7711 (1 - cos )1/2(1 + (C + qft'F()C(ij)H( + ii) 
dCdn 1] 	(1 + ICi)(' + DiiiC + ,ql I sin 0 1  
I sintI costliill(1 -  COS  O)h/2(1 + IC + DAF(C)C()H(C + 77) d6d?7 
+ ii (1+ CH( 1 + II)(CIIII sin U 
=It(F, C, H)(t) + I(F, C, H)(t) + 13+ (F, C, H)(t) 
We now note that we can simplify these integrals as follows. 
Integral 1,+ (F, C, H)(t): 
sin 	+ 71 1 - sin t(II + ICDI < sin t aei + 1 77 1 - 	- I) 




r H 	+ liii 
+ IC+D7 (It+ 	Cq (16I+1771+Ie+I)1 
t1 
 [
ICtIiI — Ci 	F + M +ICI+H) 
< 	(ICIInl(' - 
COS O))1 H 
where we have 'y E (0, 11. Hence 
lsin tlC+nl —sin t(1n+ICI)l < 	 (4.23) 
ICIInH sin 01 	
' ICV-'ini(' - 
Integral 12+ (F, C, H)(t): 
Firstly we note that since cos > 0 we have 
(1_  Cos  )h/2 - 	 1 
I sin I 	- (1+  Cos  ø)h/2 
and hence we have 
sin 	+ nI(l - cos )h/2 	T 
lC+nIlnilsin 	('+IC+nDInl 	
(4.24) 
Integral J3+ (F, C, H)(t): 
Similarly n > 0 implies that cos B > 0 and so 
I sin tll costl7711(1 -  COS  o)h/2 	T 	
(4.25) 
lCllnll sin U 	 (I+ ICI)lnl 
Case 2: C.n < 0 
In this case we write 
	
(C + q) costlelfij - sin 	costiiii4ç n 5 fltIC+11I te+I — srntltii 
=[sin tIe + nI - sin t(Iijl - ICI)hi +  sin t(IC + i le+nl 	ni) j 11l 
—sintiCi Cos 071 (ji + if) 
Hence we have 
lo. (F, C, H)(t) 
sin 	+ ij - sin t(lnl - lCl)l (1  + IC + rII)'F(C)C(iñH(C + 
( 1 +ICD U ( 1 + InIYICIInIl sin Ol 
• ft sin tj ~  +  7711 (1  -  Cos 0)'/'(1 + IC + nI)AF(e)C(n)H(e + ij) 
dCdn 1] 	(1+ I61)( 1 + InI)fInIIC+nIl  sin  I 
• II' sin t161  costlnli( 1 +  COS 0)1/2(1  + IC + nI)AF(C)COi)H(C + 
1] (1 + IeI)( 1  + InDfiICIInIIsinO) 
=IT (F, C, H)(t) + I(F, C, H)(t) + [f (F, C, H)(t) 
We again simplify these integrals as follows. 
Integral I(F, G, H) (t): 
t7 (Ie+ij +ei - I7I) 1 
(ml ++il - ICI) 
	
= r ( + + iei - H r 	K (11 + Ie+il 
IclIt+e•i 
F K 	I) lt++I—Ie 
1 (III(l + Cos  O)) 7 
IC + 
where we have y e (0, 1]. Hence 
IsintlC+iil — sintUvl - -- ICDI < 	 Tv 	 (4.26) 
IClljlI sinOl 	 leVlnl 1 lC + il(' + Cos 0) 
Integral f(F, C, H) (t): 
Again since cos 0 > 0 we have 
IsintIC+II(1_ COS h/2 	 T 
(4.27) 
IC+IIIIsin 	('+IC+jDliI 
Integral IS - (F, C, H) (t): 
Since Cj < 0 we have cos 0 < 0 and hence 
(1+ COS  O)h/2 - 	1 
I sin Ol 	- (l_ COS  o)h12 
I sin tICI  Cos  tIH(1+ COS  0)"2 < 	T 	 (4.28) 
KIIviII sin  OI 	' Olnl  
Now note that for 0< T < 1 then we have T2 < T C Tv for E (0, 1]. Hence it 
is sufficient to bound the following integrals. 
Integrals I(F, C, H) 
From (4.23) and (4.26) we see that it is sufficient to bound the integrals Z(F, C, H) 
where we define 
(1 + IC + I)AF(C)C()H(C + 	 (4.29a) I(F,C,H) = 11 ( 1 + ICI)a(1 + II)flIIIeI'-(1 - 10 771 
(1 + I + 	 <&?I) A F(e)C()H(C + i) 	C, H) = 11 ( 1 + ICI)a(i + II)friI'IC + 711 ,1 1CI 1-7 ( 1 + 
(4.29b) 
for 'y  e (0, 1] 
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Integral 12 (F, C, H) 
From (4.24) and (4.27) we see that it is sufficient to bound the integral 12 (F, G, H) 
where we define 
H) = 11(1 + 1 e + 7)x_ lF(e)C(7)H(e + 	 (4.30) 
(1 + 16IM 1 + IvI)0 IvI 
Integral 13 (F, C, H) 
From (4.25) and (4.28) we see that it is sufficient to bound the integral 13 (F, C, H) 
where we define 
(1 + ie + IYF(e)G(v)H(e + 	 (4.31) 13 (F, C, H) 
= ft 	(1 + e) 1 ( 1 + II)II 
We conclude the proof by showing that we can bound the integrals 
(4.29a), (4.29b) ,(4.30) ,(4.31). 
I(F, G, H) 5 FI6(1R 3 ) IICIIL2(Ft3) IHIIL2(3) 
We will now bound each integral by splitting the domain of integration. We will 
denote the integral Tj restricted to the domain A by ZA.  We again note that 
1< 	=s JeH(l+ I) and that IeI< liii. 
Integral 1j1- (F, C, H) 
We begin by considering integral (4.29a) and split the integral over the following 
domains 
A={(j1): H <'} 	 B={(,ij):1< ij} 
On A we fix 'y = 1, then we see that 
IjA(F,C,H) < Jf 	F(e) G( 71) H(c +71)ded 	(4.32)  in I 
and the result follows from Lemma 4.2.1. On B we choose s.t. 
0<7<++—A 
and then 
1 <2(a + 0 + 1 —'y - A) 
and note that since I Ci !~ 1771 we have 
< 	 1 





Hence we have 
	




dethil [II (1 + CD2(a+l+flA)IeI2(17)(1 
- eiir 	I AlL )1-2 
1/2 
[Jf F2()H2( + 
IIFI16(a) IIGML2(]J3) IIhlI16(R3) 
if we can show that 
J 	 1 2(+ 1 (1+) 	+fl_A)IeI 2 (1 _Y) (1 	 d<C 1 IM - 
uniformly in 77. So converting to polar coordinates C = pw with p E 	and 
W  e 32  we have 
I 	 1 	 1 ('+I ) 2(+1+fl-A)12(1-7) (1 - iIini' 
p2Y sinO 00 	
/ =f (1 +p)2(a+l+fl) dp  jo (1— COS 0)1-2-y  dO 
and we finally note that 
sin 	 (2  1 





(1 + lp1 )2(a+1+)3) 	1 (1 + JpD 2(a+1 +$__A) 
Integral IT(F,  C, H) 
We now consider integral (4.29b) and split the integral over the same domains 
A={(j)):<1} 
On A we fix 'y = 1 and then note that 
(l+IC+ijl)" 	< 	1 
(1+ leDa(1 + 1711) 0 10 1 -1771 1-1C + Jh IC + 771 
Hence we see that it is sufficient to bound 
hiIA(F,G,H) If 	F(C)G(77)H(e+77)ded77 	(4.33) I'iI ~ l IC+ijl 
and again the result then follows from Lemma 4.2.1. 
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On B fix E (0, 1] so that we have 
1 
0<7< cE-F+ - A 
ly 0< 
We begin by noting 
ie + 	= (le + 
	
= (Ie2 + J 2  + 
> + 2 eII:II) 
a 
-1161 










@ + IeIFnl) 
We therefore bound 
(1+ Ie+D 
(1 + eJ)(' + II)H 1-t + 711eI1-(' + 
(1+I1)A 
2 + ID0(1 + nDIeI' 	Il1(1  + 
1 
(1 + )a(i + H) 11 (1 + 	1i 2 
1 
=a + IeDa+l_A_l(1 
+ 	
1 2 
and hence we have 
F(e)G(77)H(e + ) 	 (4.34) 11 ( 1 + 	 + IInI 
and the result follows in the same way as integral Ij IB 
Integral 12 (F, C, H) 
We now consider integral (4.30) where we have two main cases depending on the 
value of A. For 1 < A we have 
(1 + ie + flA_l 	 1 
(1 + 0(1 + I1D0 1771 	(1+ eI)a(1 + II?11I 
1 < 
Iel(l + 	$' 
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and hence we have that 
H)  if F(e)G(ii)H(e + ) (I + 
and the result follows from Lemma 4.2.1. For A < 1 we again split the domain of 
integration over the usual domains 
A={(,q):1771 :~ 1 } 
On A we have 
12A(F,G,H) < JJ F(cc(ln H(e+n)dedv 	(4.35) I'i ~ 1 	In  
and the result follows from Lemma 4.2.1. 
On B we bound the weights as follows 
1 < 
(1+ ie + )1-A(1 + IDa(l + 1770 1,177 1 	(1+  ie + 77I) 1 (1 + 	(1 + ID 1 
1 
' (1 + IC + 771)1'(l  + ICD° 01 
and we have 
<Jf (1 + I + 1)1_A(l + 	 (4.36) 
so the result follows from Lemma 4.2.1. 
Integral 13 (F, C, H) 
Finally we consider integral (4.31) and we again split the domain of integration 
over the usual domains 
On A we have 
ISIA(F,C,H) < Jf FG)C(n)H(e+n)dedv IF ~ 1 	1 771 
and the result again follows from Lemma 4.2.1. 
On B we have 
(1+Ie+I)A 	< ___________ 
(1 + ICD'(' + IvI)InI 	(1 + ICI)1(1 +  
1 
C 
( 1 +IeI)a+l ( 1 +Ii)ø+lA 
1 
C  
(1 + Ie100+0+2_),  
and hence 
13I8(F, C, H) <1 if F(CYG(rñH(C + (1 + ICI)a4al2_A 





Again by duality it is sufficient to bound 
Ijk(F, C, H)(t) 
= ff costlI costiCt - costlC + I - 	 sintlCl sin tiH 
< 	
(l +q A 
iC x 7712  (1+ I6DU(1 + I DflF7H 
+ ri)dCdrj 
5 IIF1L2(as)IICIIL2(R3)II 11 142(a3) 
We firstly note the following 
costH costlCl = cost(IijI + lCD + sin 	sin tJ 	(4.39a) 
	
= cost(liiI - CI) - sin t sin thu 	(4.39b) 
fliCk 	77kCjl < 	1 	 (4.39c) 
ICxi 2 
Again because of the symmetry in C and ?) it is sufficient to prove the case where 
CI :5 1 77 1 , and again we consider the two cases of C ~: 0 and C.j <0. 
Case 1: Cu > 0 
Then we write 
costlfll costlCi - cos tIC + 77 1 
 - 	
sin tICI sin  tIfll 
=cost(1fll + ) — costle+vl +sintlfllsintlC (1_ 1~ 11 771 
Hence we have 
Ijk(F, C, H)(t) 
Il l costC + 771 - cos(iiji + ICI)i(' + IC + 77I)AF(C)C(77)H(C +  77) (1 + ICI)a(1 + kuD$ICIliullsinOl 
 I
sitICsin tliull(l - 	 )( 1 + IC + flIYF(C)C(fl)H(C +JfT  
ddiff  (1 + ICDa(1 + IvI)ICIIuII sin  O 
=JjF(F,G,H)(t)+ J(F,G,H)(t) 
We again simplify these terms as follows 
Integral J,+ (F, C, H)(t): 
costlC + 711 - Cos 41 771 + lCD 
t 
<t21(IC + flI + I M + lCl)(lC + jI - Ifil - lCl) 
t[(IflI + C1) 2 - IC + 
R1 1771 - 
- cosO) (4.40) 
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where we have 'y E (0, 1]. Since we have cos 0 > 0 then 
lcostiC + 711 - Cos 41771 + IJ)I < 	T 27 (4.41) 
IIvH sin 0l 	 lel1-ti1(1 - Cos 0) 
Integral .J(F, C, H)(t): 
Again since cos 0 > 0 we have that 
sin thu sin tIh(1 - cos0) < 	T 2 	 (4.42) 
ICII77II sin  Oh 	(1 + e)(1 + IjI) 
Case 2: C.n < 0 
Here we write 
Cos tlC+771 — cos tl77l  cos  thCl - 	sin tlCl sin tlql 
=costlC + qj - cost(I 711 - I) - sintl77l sin tlCl 	+ i) 
and hence again we have 
1Jk(F, C, H)(t) 
< If I costI + uI - cos(ij - e)J( 1 + IC + riIYF(C)G(r,)H(C + (1 + 161)a(1 + InI)CiuH sin  0 I 
  
sint sinthijhI( 1 + 	 )(' ++ tF()C(i)H( + i) 
+	
M1 If (1 + ICD°(' + 1771) 0 1C1 17711 sin O 
=J1- (F, C, H)(t) + J(F, C, H)(t) 
We again simplify these terms as follows. 
Integral J - (F, C, H)(t): 
cos t + nI - cos t(177I - ICI) 	sin  (IC + 771+1771 — 10 sin  (IC + 771-1771+ ICI) 
t2 ( + 771+ IjI - eD 7 0e + nl— IuI + ICI) 
t2 [IC + 7712_ (1771— ICD2] 'I 
t2  [C.+ eiiiF 
= t2 ICII77I( 1 + Cos Oy 	 (4.43) 
Hence for 'y E (0, 1] we have 
cos t16 +4 - cost(1 771 - ICW < 	 ( 4.44) 
161171 11 sin O 	 ICI 1 H77I 1- ( 1  + Cos 6) 
Integral J(F, C, H)(t): 
Again since cos U < 0 we have 
IsmtlnlsinthChh(1+cosO) < 	F 	
(445) 
ICIhtjhIsinOI 	'' (1+ ICD('+ ml) 
Hence it is sufficient to consider the following integrals 
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Integrals J(F, C, H) 
From (4.41) and (4.44) we see that it is sufficient to bound the integrals Jj(F, C, H) 
where we define 
(1 + + )AF(e)G()H(e + 	 (4.46a) =11 ( 1 + IeDa(1 + IYII 1 IeI 1 (' - 
(1 + ie + I)F(e)C()H(e + rj) 
1 dedn (4.46b) 11(1+ I0a(1 + DP 1-tV- ( 1 + 
Integral J2 (F, C, H) 
From (4.42) and (4.45) we see that it is sufficient to bound the integral .J(F,  C, H) 
where we define 
(1 + ie + "F(e)C(v)H(e + 	 (4.47) J2 (F, G, H) 
= JJ 	(1 + IeH'(1 + )a+1 
We are therefore left to bound 
.j,(F, C, H) 	IIFIIL2(3) IIGIIL2(R3) MHML2(Ra) 
Hence we can bound the integrals (4.46a) and (4.46b) as we did integrals (4.29a) 
and (4.29b) for the operator Om  Integral (4.47) is bounded in the same way as 
	
integral (4.20). 	 S 
Proposition 4.2.4. Let 
Tg)(t, ) 
= f W(t; 77 , 6  - )J( - 77) ~ (n)d?7  
with vi = 0; (Orn); (jk) and the functions T. as defined in Lemma 4.1.4. Then 
there exists aic> 0 for tE [0,7'], where OcT < 1 such that 
IIT(f, g)(t,  DIIHA(as) $ T"fI Ha(ja) IgM Hp+1(R3) 
for a, 3 and A satisfying the following conditions 
OcA 	 Oca+l—A 	0c0+1—A 
0< a+fl+ —A 
Proof. The proof follows in a similar way to that of Proposition 4.2.2. We now 
define 
F(C) = (1 + IeDa!(e) 	C(j) = (1 + II) 1 ( , i) 
We again consider each symbols separately 
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Symbol 4' 
By duality it is sufficient to bound 
K0(F,G,H)(t) 
= ff { sin tC + iI + sin tICI161 16 + 771 C5i } 
(1 + IC + D A F(C)G()H(C + ij) 
dCdrj (1 + I6D01 + IvD' 
T"IIFI16(R3)11C116(3)IIHIIL2(3) 
Then we have 
K0 (F, C, H)(t) <1  Tff 
(1+ IC + iIY1 
(1 + II)'(' + ICDaF 




(1+ It)$-l-1( + ICDa+ 	(C)C(i7)H( + ij)dijdC 
which are bounded in exactly the same way as integrals (4.20) and (4.30). 
Symbol 'Om 
This follows similarly to the symbol Fk in Proposition 4.2.2. We will again 
consider the case where ICI :~ II as 1 71 1 !~ 1C1 follows similarly. Then for Ci ~! 0 
we write 
costIC+iiIf — Cos tlnlcostlelf1+sintlelsintliil1f1 
=fees tIC + vI -  Cos t(1771 + ICI)}f!j + sin 07 1 sin tICI 	- 
77 
Then by using (4.21a), (4.21c) and (4.40) we again have 
IiCmCimI <  
HIcostIC+nI — cost(InI + IC)I 	IC x 7712 	
ICI1(1—cosO) 
C 	<T2(1_cosO)  12 ' Isintlnl sin tlCll 
- j;L 
and for 	< 0 we have 
Cos tie+nlf{— 
 Cos  tlnl  Cos  tlelf{+sintlelsintlnl& 
={costlC + nI -  Cos t(1771 - ICI)}
77  + sin 071 sintICI 	
+ 
and similarly 
T2Thj  ly nI Icos tIC + n - Cos 4 1 ,01 - ICDI 	
IC x  771 2 	ICI'(' + cos 




Hence we are left to bound 
.C(F, C, H) 
= ff 	71(' + ( + 77DAF(e)G(n)H(e + 
(1 + I + 7]DA F(e)G(7J)H(e + ij) dedv r2(F,C,H) 
= If iii + Ie1H 1  + I77I)"' 
which are bounded in exactly the same way as the operators I, (see (4.29a), 
(4.29b)) and 12, (see (4.31)). 
Symbol Wik 
We simply note that the term in the brackets 
sinte 	
(e+i)  
—sint cos tIcf'j  _ sin tiei cos tiiii4 
{ 	
j} H 
is exactly the same as that in the symbol Fo m . We therefore perform exactly the 
same analysis and we are left to bound 
Mt(F, C, H) 
= ff (1 + ie + I1DAF(e)C(77)H(e + 77) (1+ IeI)°(' + nDfl+1IeI'(1 - 
Mj(F, C, H) 
= ff 	InI( + ie + 77IYF(e)C(77)H(e + ri) (1+ IeIY(1 +  IInI' 
= 11(1 + Ie+771)A F(e)C(77)H(e+ 77) ded77 (1 + I0a(1 + ij)fl 
(1 + I + 77 DAF(C)C(7,)H( + M3(F,C,H) 
= If 	+ e+'i + ii+1 
which we bound inexactly the same way as operators IjE, 12 and 13 in Proposition 
4.2.2. 	 S 
Corollary 4.2.5. Now suppose we have 
Dçb=F 
Then for 0 < t < T < 1 there exists a tc > 0 such that we have the following 
estimates 
IIv(t, 0 IIHA(R3) 	 + Ii 	+ J IF(s, 0 
t 
J X [IIPQIIHQ(V) + 	C(s, 0 
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Secondly suppose that 
(O,•) =øo 	 OUR •) 
v(O,-) = 1/0 
	
= 	 = 0 
Then we also have the following estimates 
t 
P(t, )jHA(s) 	T [IoIHP+1(R3) + 	+ J IIF(, )IIH(v)ds] 0 
X [IIvoIHa(Rs) + J ItG(s, OItHa(as)] 0 
where again we have the following conditions 
OccA 	 0<a+1—A 	0<0+1—A 
Proof. The proof follows immediately by combining Lemmata 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 with 
Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.2.4. 	 S 
Remark 4.2.6. Since we are considering 0 cT cc 1 then we will often replace the 
constant depending on T by an absolute one. 
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Chapter 5 
Bilinear Space Time Estimates 
In proving existence results for any nonlinear equations we are required to esti-
mate the nonlinear term. Estimating nonlinearities using space-time norms has 
been studied extensively over the last ten years both in their own right (see 
[11],[27]) and with a view to proving specific existence results. Klainerman and 
Machedon in a series of papers (see [22], [251,[26]) have proved estimates where 
the nonlinearity satisfies the null condition as discussed in Chapter 4. This type of 
structure has been shown to appear in many of the classical equations of physics 
such as the Maxwell Klein-Gordon and Maxwell-Dirac equations in the Coulomb 
gauge (see [2],[23]), the Yang Mills equations (see [24]) as well as the Dirac Klein-
Gordon (see [3], [4], [5]). 
We are now able to use these methods to give the necessary estimates to prove 
Theorem 1.3.4. The estimates are not proved in their fullest generality as we have 
chosen simplicity of proof to give us estimates specific to our particular needs. We 
follow closely the methods of Foschi [10], and Foschi and Klainerman [11], where 
they produce a full description of space-time bilinear estimates for solutions to 
the wave equation with homogeneous weights. 
The proofs will follow froth an analysis of the space-time Fourier transforms of 
the nonlinear terms. 
5.1 Space-Time Fourier Representations 
We begin with the nonlinear term which appears in the right hand side of equation 
(2.6c). 
Lemma 5.1.1. Suppose we have 
5_v = 0 
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Then we have that 
ptv(t, 
) = f f 0 ()e(t, q, - 	- 	 (5.1) 
where the matrix (t, i, ) is defined as follows 
= Q(t,77)cr'(t,C) 
= j 
Q(?7, C)I + 	CmjkQjk( 7), C)a + Qm(Th e)crm } _ it( 	 _IeI) 
+ { 	C)I - 	€mjkQjk( 77, C)am + QOM ( 77, 
c)am } e_itHth 
+ {Qo(mC)' - 	EmjkQjk(77,C)Um - 
+ {Qo(77e)I + i €mjkQjk(ThC)m - Qtm (me)am } &t(1I_FCI) 	(5.2) 
and where we have introduced the null forms as in (4.1a), (4.1b) and (4.1c), with 
atm the Pauli matrices as defined in (2.5b). 
Proof. Firstly note that from (2.10a) and (2.10b) we have the following represen-
tations. 
I'(t,C) = 
itt(t,C) = T (t,—C) 
= Mot 
Hence we have 
	
ptv(t, 
) = f 477)Q(t, ) W(t,  C - 	- 
and we note that 
1 
1
1 —77) = 	+( i)+(C - 
+a_(ii)a+(C - 
+a_(n)a_(C - 
where again we have n(t7) = I + a(77). The proof then follows by introducing 
the null structure as in Remark 4.1.3. 	 S 
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Corollary 5.1.2. Suppose we have 
8_v = 0 
Then we have that the space-time Fourier transform of 1itv is a linear combination 
of terms of the following forms 
H - - 	I)4)ADo(e - (5.3a) 
f Q—( - 	)S(r + 1771 +1 - 	I)4ii)Ao(e - 	)d (5.3b) 
Jr,e - i)S(r + 	i - - - (5.3c) 
JQ(mC - 	- 	I + - 	I()A0(e - 
where A represents the matrices I or 0m  and where Q' ( 17, - ij) is one of the null 
forms 
IiHeI+c 	= mCi —iCi Q(mC) = 7iICI+CiH (5.4) Q(mC) = _______ _______ 	_______ 
	
Q(m) 	IiIIC IiICI ION 
Proof. This follows from the representations in Lemma 5.1.1 and the fact that 
the one dimensional time Fourier transform is given by 
(e" 	- a) 
. 
Remark 5.1.3. The distribution 6(7- -  Nil - iC - 7l) is the pull back of the standard 
5 distribution on the real line. For details and definitions see Hormander [15], 
where we also have the following result. Consider a map 
and the hypersurface S defined by it 
S = {x E RTh : ( x) = 01 
Now suppose we have that V(x) $ 0 for x E Sn supp f. Then 
f(x)8((x))dx= 1 1(x)_dS I  is 	IV(x)l 
As an immediate consequence we have that if g is a smooth, positive function 
such that g 0 on S. Then we have 
8((x)) = g(x)5(g(x)q5(x)) 
033 
Lemma 5.1.4. Suppose that we have 
	
00 = 0 	 0(0,) = 	 &(o,.) = 0 	(5.5a) 
= a 40,•) =tto 	 (5.5b) 
Then we have that p(r, C) is a linear combination of terms of the following forms. 
f ö(r - 	 - iC - 	 I)o()(I zF a(C - 	 ))4o( - 
f ö(r + 177 1  + i - 	 i)°()(' ± a(C - 	 ))4 - )d 
J&(r— 171 1 + iC—D&()(I±a(C—io(C—)dv 
f S(r+ 171 1 - IC - nI)o(v)(I+ 	(C - 77))o(6 - 
Proof. We consider the case for the 3  operator. Then from the representations 




- 	 (C - 
= J cos tJo() {(' - (C - 
+ (I + a(C - 	 e_ _t}  [Lo  (C - 77) di7 
The formulae are then derived by taking the Fourier transform in the time vari- 
able. 	 S 
Remark 5.1.5. We see that in the variables (r, C) E a1+3 we have that the support 
of these representations decompose into 3 disjoint domains since the support of 
the 5 distributions are as follows: 
supp b(r + IC iI + II) = {(r, ) E R'   —r} 
II 	1~1 1 
supp S(r 
- IC - 	 - i) = {(r, 	) E R: ICI 	r} 
suppS(r — IC—jI ±IiI) = {(TC) EIR4: iI 	ICI} 
We see that these domains in 1R 4 are the disjoint sections of a cone. See Figure 
5.1 
Remark 5.1.6. In the following proofs it is sufficient to consider the cases where 
the distributions 6(r - 	
- - iiI) and c5(r - ij l + IC - I) appear since the 
- 
Figure 5.1: Support of the 8 distributions 
other two cases follow in exactly the same way. We also note that for each fixed 
(,C) E we have that {ij € JR3 : T - lvi - iC - vi = 01 is an ellipsoid 
of revolution with finite measure. We will therefore denote the case where this 
distribution appears as the elliptic case. The set {ij E lR : T - ] + 1 C - vi = O} 
is a hyperboloid of revolution with infinite measure and will therefore denote the 
case where this distribution appears as the hyperbolic case. For more details see 
Foschi [10] and Foschi and Klainerman [11]. 
5.2 Space-time Estimates 
We begin with a lemma which gives us a representation of the necessary integrals. 
Lemma 5.2.1 (Fosehi/Kialnerman). Let F: JR2 -* JR and let 
I(F)( C) 
= L 8(r —lvi - IC - vDF(Pvl, IC - vDdv 
 1771 J(F)(r, C) 
= f iI+IC- il ~ 2ICI - 	 +  JC - 771)F(1771,  IC - vDdv 
Then we have 
1  (T+x r —ICIx\ I(F)(r,C) 	I F 
2 	2 	) (r - ICI2x2)dx 
J(F)(r,C) 	[ F 
2  (ICIX 
2 
 +r iCIx — r\ 
ii 	 2 	) (IC12x2 - 
 72 )dz 
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Proof These were proved by Foschi and Klainerman [11], Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 
4.4 with ii = 3. For completeness I have included the proof in Appendix A. S 
5.2.1 Bilinear Estimates 
Proposition 5.2.2. Suppose that we have 
= 0 	 OR ) = Oo 	 3Ø(o,•) = 0 	(5.7a) 
8p = 0 	 440,.) =go 	 (5.7b) 
Then we have the following estimates 
11 (1 
+ IDAøp(y, 011L2(R1+3) 	IOIHa(k3)IIPOIIH$(a3) 	(5.8) 
for a, 0, A satisfying the following conditions 
0 < a, /3, A <1 
	
A+1<a+/3 
Proof. As we mentioned in Remark 5.1.6 it is sufficient to consider two cases, the 
elliptic and the hyperbolic. Firstly we note that 
I(' + a(e))(c) 2  =[q+ a(âo(e)Jt[(I+  a()fo()] 
=4(6)(' + a(e))*(I + a(6))40(e) 
	
=2j4(e)(I + 	%) 
Iu2o ()I 2 
and to simplify the proof we set 
= (1+ Do(i) 	 g(C) = (1+ IeI?o(e) 
In what follows we will always assume that f and g are real valued, positive 
Schwartz functions. 
Elliptic Case 
This corresponds to equation (5.6a) and hence we need to consider 
g) (T, 	= (1 + 	
8(r - II - - I)f()(e - 	( 5.9) 
(1+ Iij I)&(l + 1e - 
for j j r, with it being sufficient to bound 
ME(f9)JIL2(R1+s) S MfML2(R3)IIgIIL2(3) 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality with respect to the measure 5(r - H - 
- t)dij we have 
ö(- IiI - Ie- &(L g)(r,  )I 2 	(1+ eD2A 	
r 	 I)
1(1 + q2&(1 + ie - 1)2fl 
	
X 	- H - - Df 2 ()g2 (e -ij)d 
Now integrating with respect to e and r we have that 
lI(f, g) I1L 2 (R 1 +3 ) <  IIJ IIL(R) IIgIIL2(R3) 
if we can show that 
8(r- H - = A(7,(1 + 
IeD2Af (1+1D2a(1+ 
<1 
uniformly in c and T. To estimate A(r, ) we firstly apply Lemma 5.2.1. 
Let F(s,t) = 	 then we have that 
1 
k 	2 	2 	) 	(1 + T+X)2a(l + THCIX)20 
and we see that 
1 	(r2 - 1e12x2) 	dx A(r, 	 D ,e) (1+ e 2A J _+__  
-1 (1 + TIX)2a(1  + THCIX)2/3 
We now consider splitting the integral. Firstly consider 0 < x < 1 and note that 
we have 
(i+r)(i+ 7
- + 2 ex' 
	r+Ixr, 	(1+r-x)(1+r) 
Hence we have that 
1 	- 	x2) 	dx A1(r,e) =(1 + eD2A ICI2  + r+IE]X)2a(l + o(1 	2 
1 
(1 + T)2(A-a)YI (1 
+ - IeIx)2dx 
0 
Now for 0 < ,@ 	we have 
(1 + - - IeIx)12 	(1 + r)2$ 
and hence it follows that 
A1(r,e) 	
(1 + )2A+2-2(&±0) 
<1 
rlyl 
For 1 < 0 < 1 we consider two further cases. For C ~ we have 
1+r <1  1+r — j <(l+r—xIeI) 
and hence we have 
(1 + 
For < <r we have 2 
1 
Ai(r,C) (1 + j 2 r 1(1 + - IeIx) 1 2dx Jo 
1 
(1 + T)2(Aa)IeI [ — (i + r - 
 CJX)2 -211  
.10 
(1 + )2(-) {(i + r)2-2$ - (1 + ,r   - 	 22fl1 
$ (1 + 
Now we consider —1 <x < 0. Note that by the change of variables i = —x we 
have 
0 	(r - 1e12x2) 	dx 	
1 	(T  2 
- di= 
= 11 (1 + r+IX)2a(1  + rtIx ) 20 A (1 + 	+ T_I)2a 
and hence this follows in exactly the same way by interchanging a and )3. 
Hyperbolic Case 
This corresponds to equation (5.6c) and hence we need to consider 
= (1 + eDA f 	- H + ie - Df()(e - 	 (5.10) ( 1 +II)a ( 1 +I_I) fl 
for ITI < 
, 
with it being sufficient to bound 
fl(f 1 0I L 2(1+3) < II! ML2(R3)IgML2(R3) 	 (5.11) 
Case 1: Consider {ij e JR3 ij + 1 e - < 21 and denote 
= (1+IeI)f 	
S(r— iI 
(1 + 77I)a(1  + ie - MDO  
Hence we need to show 
tN1(f19)ML2(l+3) 	IIfIL2(R3)M9L2(R3) 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality with respect to the measure 6(r - IjI + 
ie - 	we have 
(1 +eI)2Af 
(1 + 771) 2 ( 1 + ie - 
X fo(r - + I - Df2 ()g2 (C —)d 
and again integrating in e and r we have that 
II1u1(f,g)IIL2(1+3) 	IIfIIL2(iIgIIL2(3) 
	 (5.12) 
if we can show that 
	
B(r,e) = ( 1 + 1D2Af 	
(1 + InD 2 ( 1  + e 
uniformly in and T. This time we apply Lemma 5.2.1 with F(s, t) = ( l+)2A1+t)2$ 
so that we have 
IeIx—r'\ 	 1 
k 	2 	2 	,)  
and therefore 
2 	(1e12x2 - r2) 	dx B(r, ) 	( 1 + ICD2AJ 
(1 + elx+r)2(l  + I4lX—T)211 
For 0 < r 	we firstly note that for all x E [1,2] we have 
(1+) (1+ VT) 	x+r I, 	(1+ 	) ('+ I) 
and hence we have 
B(r, 	
2
C) = ( 1 + ICi)2A f (1e12x2 - 
2) 
dx 
ii (1 + eIx+r)2a(l  + 
(1+ 	I
2 
(1+ IeIx - 
1- 
(1 + eI) 2 °II {(i + Icix - ) 2-2 
ii 
(1 + e)2 	{(i + 2II - )2-2$} 
(1 + eD 2 (A+l .a .ø) 
For —iei <r <0 we note that by the change of variables = —r we have 
2 	
IeVx2 - 2 	
2 	IC2it2 - dx= - 	dx B(r, e) = I (1 + elx+r)20(l  + 	 1 (1 + ICI1)2a(l + I&+fl2fl 2 1 2 	1 
MOF 
where we have 0 < f < I. Hence this case follows as before by interchanging a 
and 0. 
Case 2: Consider {ij eR3 2 :!~ 1771 + - nI} and denote 
= (1+ IeDAf 	8(i-- IvI+Ie-1lI)f(?l)(e-7l) q 
2leI<r/+—iI 	(1 + IvIY(l  + IC - 
Hence we need to show 
IlN2(f , 9)IlL2(1+3) S Hf HL2(R3)IIgIIL2(3) 
We firstly note that the condition 21e1 :~ IiI + IC - I implies the following. 
IiI 	Ie —I 	 1C1 < 2 min{I71I,IC - 77I} 
Since iiI 	IC - iI we let -y = and it is sufficient to consider 
N2 (f, gr, C) = (1 + 	A - 	- 	- H + IC - ii<H+ (1 + II)( 1  + IC - 
We proceed using a method known as the doubling technique (see [11] and [27]). 
We begin by noting that by the change of variables = C - ij we have 
J f(ig(C - ICI ~ FvI+Ie—nP (1 + 177I) 7 ( 1 + K - 
C - 
8(r 	+ (I) 
f( - - 
and hence by using the fact that 
iCI :~ 2 min {frjI, IC - I} 	161 :!~ 2 min{ I( - C, ICI} 
we have 
1N2(f, g) (T, Ct 
(1 + 16I)2A ffo(r - H + IC - 	I)( 	- IC - (1+ lCD 
x 	
f(tj)g(() f(C—()g(C—q) 
(1 + IC - CD(l + IC - 	(1 + Il)(' 
+ 
5(r - 1 771  + IC - ]D 5( 	- iC - (I + ICDf2 (7j)g2 (() 1 1/2 [If (1+ IC - (I)2(1 + IC - 
8(r - ml + IC - tjl)S('r - IC - CI + I(I)f2 (6 - ()g2(C - 1/2 [Jf (1+ tnI) 2 (' + I(I)27 
IJ 6(r - ljI + IC -  771)8(r - IC - CI + I(I)f2(h1)2(() 	 (5.13) (1 + IC - I)27(1 +  16  
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where we have applied the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and made a change of 
variables. Now integrating with respect to r and we have 
2 	< If' 6(M+ C - 	- K— (l) f 	()d 2 ()g2 thd( IlL2(R1+3) 	(1 + - )27-A(i + K - cD2_A 
llfM.2(RS)llll,2(R3) 
if we can show that 
f _ö(H + ici - K—il - - (1+ K - D27A(1 + K - ( D 2 
<1 r,J 
uniformly in ij and (. By the change of variables e - -, C we have 
I s(H+lj—K——lC— ( I) dC (1 + K - D2 (1 + K - 
J +K—i—l(—j—CD = 	(1 + ICI)27A(1 +  
-J — l—lx  — 
 
i ) dC 
 (1 + KD 2 ( 1 + lx - 
where p = ml + CI and x = - ij. Hence we can again apply Lemma 5.2.1, as 
we did for the elliptic part. Then we have 




1 (1 + P+HZ )2_A(1 - 
@ 2) 
<1 








Proposition 5.2.3. Suppose we have 
Dqf=O 	 (O,)=O 
Then for 0 < T < 1 we have 
I IIøp(t, .) IIHA(R3)dt 	T1 121 lIfrJ'(R) IIP°IIHa) T 0 
for n, fi and A satisfying 
71 
Proof We consider the case for the & operator as that for the 8_ follows similarly. 
We firstly observe that 
1 I' sintftii 
 OIL (t,) 
= J 	IiI 
= Op, (t,e) + Ott,,(t,) 
where we have that 
	
oil,
1 I' 	sintiiji 
= 
1 c 	sintiiil i11 (t, e) = 	
H 	
i(iy)O(t, e - 	- 77) d77 
Hence we have that 
I P 
	 T 








IR' + icIYII(te)iiL2() 
0 




 11( 1  + iCD11(t, ) IIdt 	T'I2  (1+ II)11(t, C)IL 2 (R 1+a) 
V/2 110 + IeI)PII(r,e)IIL2(a1+3) 
Again we set 
= (1 + kii)o(ii) 	g() = (1 + iei 0 0e 
and by following the proof of Proposition 5.2.2 we see that it is sufficient to bound 
- H - IC - I)f(ig( - E([ g)(r, ) = (1 + iI)A 
£ 	iI(' + 	+ ie - I) 
- Nil - IC - - 77) (1+ 1)1ä( 
(1+ H)&(1+ ICi) 
and therefore we have 
lIE(f, g) IiL2(1+3) < Ill IIL2(R3) iIgIL2(k3) 
Similarly for the hyperbolic part we have 
V ö(r— H+IC—I)f()(C—n) fl(L g) (T' C) = ( 1+ lCD 	nI(l + NiI)( 1 + IC - 
(1 
+ ICI)J 
8(r - IiI + IC - iI)f(n)(C - 77) 
(1 + I7I)( 1 + IC- 
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and again we have 
IIfl(f 1 9)M6 ( 1 +3 )  $ If IL2()IIgML2(R3) 




II(' + IeIYI(t,e)ML2(S)dt 	T sup II(' + I CID YøPI(t,CIIL2() 
Now to bound this it is sufficient by duality to bound 
_ 	 n)g( - 
	
fj (1 + I c I)x 5mnt1 f( 1(t,e - + 1 771) a- '( 1 + ie - Nil 
1IfllL2(v) II91IL2(3) IIhML2(aa) 
Now we note that since A < 0 and 1 77 1  < 1 we have 
(l+lel) A < (l+le_l+lD(l+le_) A 
and hence 
( 1+ leDAIsin tIhmH 	1 
Nil (1 + 177D 0_ 1 ( 1 + le - 
Now applying Holder's inequality we have 
IL, 1 + eDx sin  thu 	- 	f(i)g( - Nil (1 + l)a1(1 + 16  - 
1  71 g2 ( - ll)ddll 
1/2
I 	[IIf2h2eH'/2 
LijIc1 	 i 
If L2(R3)IIgIlL2(Rs) lIhllL2(R3) 
Corollary 5.2.4. Suppose we have 
D=F 
Then for 0 cT c 1 we have 
0 	 L 
T 	 r 	 T 	 -1 
I 0 IIHA(R3)dt 	T'12 IIPOMHs(R3) + I IIG(t, 0 IIH$(R3)dt J 0 
T 
[iii 	+ ll1llHo-1(R3) + I llFt, .)llHnlRs)dt] 0
with a, 3, A satisfying 
1+A<+/3 	0<a,/3,A<1 	A</3 
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.2.2, Proposition 5.2.3 and by 
applying Duhamel's principle. 	 S 
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5.2.2 Bilinear Null Form Estimates 
We now concentrate on the nonlinear term for the wave equation. As we saw in 
Corollary 5.1.2 this product contains null form structure. 
Proposition 5.2.5. Suppose we have 
3_ti = U 
Then we have the following estimates 
11( 1 + ICD(r, C)IIL2(R1+3) 5 MI2OiIHa(na)MLOIIffa(it3) 	 (5.14) 
where a, A satisfy the following conditions 
—1<A<O 
1+ A < 2a 
Note that the condition on A implies that 0 < a. 
Proof. By Remark 5.1.6 and Corollary 5.1.2 we see that it is sufficient to consider 
the two cases corresponding to the formulae (5.3a) and (5.3c). We also note that 
we have the following relations. 
0 Q0 = I Q12( 77, C)1 2 +1Q13(me)1 2 +I Q23(7?,  
2 Qt(ii , e) = IQ(me)I 2 + IQ(me)I 2 + IQ(mC 2 
Hence it is sufficient to consider the null forms Q defined by 
Q(me) = 




IQt(mC)I c IQ(,) 112 
To simplify the proof we again set 





This corresponds to equation (5.3a). Hence we need to consider 
= (1 + CD] 




(1 + 1 771M , + iC - 
for 1 C1 <r, with it is sufficient to bound 
lie(f, g)lfti+s ; 	i1fiiL2(R3)1191lL2(3) 
Case 1: ~ 	< T 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality with respect to the measure 	
- ku - 
- tuI)d we have 
drj (1+ 
fS(r 
- kul - IC - I)f2()g2(C - 
Now integrating with respect to C and r we have that 
IS(f,9)Il L2(v+3)  S IIfIlL2(3)II9IIL2(a3) 
if we can show that 
 771) A(r,C) = (1 + 1CD2A f iQ(mC - 77)1 6(T - iui - IC - (1+71)2a(l 	1C_1)2a 
<1 
I-) 
uniformly in C and T. We now note that the null form Q has a certain structure. 
Q(m C - ii) = (iii + IC - iii + iCDOi + IC - i - ICI) 
2 IiJIIC -  771 
- (r + ICD( - ICI) 
2 ItiJIC -  771 
— r2- 1Cl 2 
- 2IiiC—nI 
and hence it is sufficient to bound 
A(r, C) = (2 
- 1612)(' + 16D21 j ij( + kui) 2°PC - vI(l + IC - 
1 We now use Lemma 5.2.1, where we let F(s,t) = s(1+s)2°t(1+t)2• Then we have 
	
F(r+lCIx
r—iCix\ 	 1 
2 	' 	2 	
) 	 (r + ICIx)(r - iCix)( 1 + r+KIz)2a(l  + rHCIx ) 2& 2 
1 
- 	 2a 
(72 
- x2ICI2) [(1 + THeJX)(1 + rHeIx)] 
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and we obtain 
(r 
- 1e12)(' + IeI)2A  dx 
+ 	 2)j 
We now consider splitting this integral. Firstly for 0 < x < 1 we have 
(i+r— IeI) 	(1+ 





Similarly for —1 < x < 0 we have 
iei r- (1+r)j1+ 	
2 








(1+r) 20(i+r_ )2a 
Now since we are considering :f~ <r and A < 0 we have that 
(1+ I6D2 	(1+ r)A(1+ r _ 161) A 
(r2 1e1 2 )<( 1 +r)( 1 +rleI) 
so we have 
A(r,e) (1 + )l+A_2&(i  + - 
<1 r-J 
Case 2: iei < 




1e 1 <1 1771 	IeIe —i 
Hence it is sufficient to consider 
IE2(f,g)(r,) = 	 1 (1 + e)2a_A le!<r"' 
where we have simply bounded I Q (ij, - I < 1. Hence we again have to bound 
1182(f1 g)ML2 (v+a) < IfUL2(R3)II9IIL2(3) 
Firstly we also note that since we have 	 it follows that the vectors i 
and e - ij are almost opposite in direction. We can see this by showing that 






=3_<0<7r 	 (5.16b) 
76 
Qj 
Figure 5.2: Position of vectors tj and - 
where U is the angle between the vectors ?7 and 	ij. We now decompose 82  into 
a finite number of disjoint pieces 
N 




161 	i 	 0 otherwise 
Then split our functions f and g as follows 
where 
g=xjg 
We now make the observation that if M e Qj then 	E T, where Tj is a cone 
	
1 ,71 	 16 -771 
of aperture less than '. A physical realisation of this can be seen in Figure 5.2. 
Hence by Minkowski's inequality we have that 
N 
11 62(1, g)IlL2(< ) ;$ III II 82(fj, 	< gk)IlL2(I) 
j,k 
Finally since our decomposition of 82  was finite we have 
E llfjlIL2(R3)M9kIIL2(a3) 	.IV2jlfllL2(3)IIgIJL2(3) 
j,k 
77 
Hence we can assume that supp f C F and supp g C —F where F is a cone of 
aperture less than . So we consider the change of variables ij = C - C 
f - H - IC - Df()(C - ver,-'lE-r 
- IC - Cl- KDI(C - 
E-Cer,CE -r 
Then we have that 
52(1, g)(r, C) 12 
1 	
ff6(r-11 -16 -D6(r-IC-(l-1(I) (1 + IC1) 4°- 2 
f(ij)gQ)f(C - ()(C - 
A 1 




X  [ffa(r - II - IC - I)( 	ICDI2 (C - () g2 (C - 
1 	A ö(r - ll - IC - I)ö(r - IC - Cl— KDf 2 (v)g 2 (()ddC r.J(1+ICD4a_2A 
where we have applied the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and made a change of 
variables and where we have 
A = {( i, C) 	e F, C — ti E —F, C - C e F, ( E —F} 
E) = 
{( mC) C - E —F,C -( e F} 
Now integrating with respect to r and C we have that 
IIE2(f,g)112 	 CI + IC - CI - 1 771  L2(V+3) < 	- IC -  I  + 1C0 40_2A 
	
2 	2 Ill IIL2(Ra)lIgIlL2(as) 
if we can show that 
- J (lCl + IC - CI - — 	 (1+ lCl)42A 
uniformly in C and ij. From Remark 5.1.3 we have that 
J 1 1 	dS =  ( 1 +1C ) 4a_ 2A 	Is (1 + IC1)42A lV, ç (C)I 
where S is the hyperboloid {C: ICI 	lil, ,c(C) = O} with 
,(C)ICI+ICIHCCI 
M. 
We therefore see that 
___-  
—— 771 	ie — ci 
(1— Cos 0)'I' 
where 0 is the angle between the vectors e - ij and - C Then since we have 






g (1 + eD4 2A 
1 
Jx2n{Ie'F<7jI} (1 + Ie)4a_2A 
;$ (1 + I vD2_4a+2 
This follows from the fact that there is a uniform bound on the curvature of the 
hyperboloid, since the vectors ( and ij are of the same magnitude and almost 
opposite in direction. This allows us to project the surface onto a bounded 2-
dimensional surface. See Foschi [10] for further details. 
Hyperbolic Case 
This corresponds to equation (5.3c). Hence we need to consider 
= (1 + IeI)A J Q(me - 	- II + - 	- (1+ 177 IM1  +e_77I)a dO 
for Fri < 16 1, with it is sufficient to bound 
ii7-I(f,g)iJL2(l+3) 5 IifIiL2(R3)IigIIL2(R3) 
We again consider two cases following the same ideas as in Proposition 5.2.2. 
Case 1: Consider {ij e 	iii + - iji !~ 21C11 and again denote 
fl 1 (f, g)(r, 
) 
=(1 + Iei)A [ 	
IQ,e - 	- H + ic - 	-  77) d77 
JII~ Ie-Is2IF 	 (1 + ij(1 + ie - 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality with respect to the measure ö(r - ij + 
we have 
;$ (1 + 	 2A f iQ(me - 	- i + - 771) (1+ q )2&(1_ 1 e 	77 1)2a 
X 	- 	+ ic - )f2 (i)g2 ( —)d 
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and again integrating in and r we have that 
	
Mfll(f , g)IIL2(R1+3) 	II! IIL2(3)IgML2(R3) 	 (5.17) 
if we can show that 
= (1+ 
)2AJ 	
IQ(me - 1])&(r - I + ie - I) 
InI+Ie-nI ~*I 	(1 + 	) 2a(1 +I)2 	
d77  
<1 
uniformly in C and r. We again note that the null form Q has a certain structure 
on the hyperboloid. 
- ij) 
= (II - ie - jI + ieD(iei + ie - 	 i) 
2177 1 IC - 
= 
 
(ICI + )(I - r) 
2 1771 J -  771 
161 = 	22 
2Ii7I1 - ijj 
Hence it is sufficient to bound 
B(r, C = (1e12 - y2 )(1 + IeD2A L+:~ 2 vI(' + 	- J(l + ie - D2 





- 2)( + IeI) 2Af 	___ 	___ 
1 (1 + W-+-)2a 
 1 
(l + Ix—T)2 
dx 
Now noting that for all x E [1, 2] we have 
_____ 	 IeIx—r\ (1+I+r) (i + I7T), (1+—r) (1+ 	2 
) 
Also since we have I TI :~ 	and — 1 <A < 0 we obtain 
(1+ IeI)2A < (1+Iej+r)A(1+IeI _r)A 
and we therefore have 
(1 + 	+ )1-2(i + I - r) 12a(1 + IeI)2A 
(1 + I + )1+A_2a(i  + II - )1+A-2a 
<1 
-I 
Case 2: Consider J77 e 	2I < 	+ - ijl} and denote 
fl2 (f, g)('r, )
77) 
=( 1 + IeI)A I IQt(me 	- 	 - yl + ie - ijf(tj)g( - (1 + II)a(1 + 1 e - 
[1i 
Again we have that 
IiI 	Ie — nI 	 1 61 :~ 2min{177 I,—ij } 
and noting that —1 < A < 0 gives us that 
Ie2(1 + IeI)2A < (1 + 7 D 1 ( 1 + ie - 
Therefore applying the doubling technique as outlined in the proof of Theorem 
5.2.2 (see (5.13) ) we obtain 
Ifl2(Lg)IIL2(l+s) 	If! - I(' + ie - I)21 - (1( 1 + ie - 
X  
since we have that 
-   	
(I + ICI - ie - - ie - (I)f ie - I(' +  ie - 	 - CI(' + ie - CD2aA1 
(1 + K - j)l+A_2a(1 + 1 6 - 
<1 




Local Existence in Three Space 
Dimensions 
We are now almost in a position to prove Theorem 1.3.4. 
6.1 Preliminary Estimates 
We now collect some standard estimates. We firstly consider some space-time 
estimates for solutions to the wave equation known collectively as 'Strichartz' 
estimates. For the original ideas of Strichartz see [36], [34], [35]. However these 
type of estimates have been well studied over the last few years and there have 
been many generalisations. For a good overview see the papers of Ginibre and 
Velo [13], Lindblad and Sogge [30], or Keel and Tao [19]. 
Lemma 6.1.1 (Strichartz Estimates). Suppose we have 
CIO =F 	 Ø(0,)=Øo 
Then for s E IR, 0 <r < 1 and 0 cT < oc we have the following estimates 
T 
1- 
i r 1 -_ r- 
I L o 	)II Ij+r R3dtj 	kboII+i 	+ 1101116(R3) 
T +  I IIF(t, )MHS(V) dt 0 
	
Proof. See Corollary 1.2 in [17], noting that we have 	-* HP8 for  E [2, oo) S 
Corollary 6.1.2. Suppose we have 
= 0 
	
VA .) = V0 
Then for s E R, 0 cr < 1 and 0 c T < :c we have the following estimates 
T 
l-r 
i___ [I 1111(t, .)M 1 7+r ()dtj 	I"OMHS+l(Rs) I 
Proof Simply note that 
&±u=0 	v(0,.)=vo 	= Dy = 0 	zi(0,.) = ho 	5(o,.) = TOjajvo 
Now apply Lemma 6.1.1 
Lemma 6.1.3 (Leibniz Rules). Suppose we have 
f E L(R 3 ) fl H,8, (W) g e L(1 3 ) fl H 2 (R 3 ) 
for s > 0, p, Pi, P2, Ps, P4 E (1,oc) such that 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
—=—+—=—+— 
P P1 P2 Pa P4 
Then we have 
	
Mf9IIHS(3) 	II! IILP1 (3) IIgIIH (a3) + 9ILP4(x3 ) IIfIIH 3 (a3) 
Proof. See [18]. 	 U 
6.2 Local Existence 
We follow the main ideas in the proof of the one space dimension case in Section 
3.3. We begin by fixing our data 
P0 E H4/9+c(IR3 ) ,  v0 € H4/9+€(a3), & e H59 (R), 	E H- '/9+e(R 3 ) 
with € > 0 (assumed to be sufficiently small) and we consider the following 
iteration 
0 
= jØfl JJTI 	 n+i(o.) = 
= jThpTi 	 vTh+i(O,.) =vo 
DØU+1 = jI((iifl)tv n ) 	m41(0.) = 40 	a-4-'(o,.) = 01 
for n = 0,1,2,.. 
Definition 6.2.1. For 0 < T < 1 we define the norm 
E(, p,  v) (T) = sup {IFt )M H +c(Ra )  + II(t, )IIH+e(R3) + IIv(t, )114+e a) } OCt<T 
and consider the Banach space E(T) defined 
5(T) = {(& v) p,v E 
0 E C([0,T],H519 (R 3)), E(0,,v)(T) 
We will show that our iteration gives a contraction mapping on E(T). This iE 
done by showing that for sufficiently small T> 0 there exists a constant M0 (X(0)) 
independent of n such that 
- 	 - n-1 
n - 	 < M(X(0)) 
2 
We begin with several lemmata which show that for sufficiently small T > 0 
we obtain the necessary uniform bounds on our iteration to enable us to show 
existence. 
Definition 6.2.2. We define 
X(0) = I10111+e(R3) +  1I01I'H-91+€(R3) + M/10II H +E (R3)  + IIV0II H +€(R3)  
Now for each ii e N and for 0 < T < 1 we define 




Y - (T) 
= 	
Ipfl)tvTh)(t, )MH_o±(Ra)dt 
7' 	 7' 
+ I IThpm(t •)JI ff3) dt + f IIv(t )II 1 3) dt H(R 0	 0 
Again our proofs will rely on induction arguments so we will again use Remark 
3.3.2 to simplify the proofs. 
Remark 6.2.3. Note that in the definition of YTh(T) we have the terms 
T 	 7' 
IIThpTh(t, .) H (R3)dt 	 IIv(t, )M H 1 (R a ) dt 





iI#Th(t, )lI ff ~€(S) dt 	 IITh(t, )11 4+€dt 
The fact that we only have to estimate the integrals containing norms with a 
lower exponent is due to the structure introduced in Chapter 4, and is the critical 
part of the proof. 
Lemma 6.2.4. For our iteration there exists a T > 0 and a constant M(X(0)) 




for all ii E N. 
Proof By Remark 3.3.2 we note that it is sufficient to show that there exists real 
polynomials P1 and P2 with positive coefficients, and a, b > 0 such that 
X ° (T) $ X(0) 	 XTh(T) X(0) + TOP, (Xm_l(T)) + TbP2(XTh_2(T)) 
X'(T) < X(o) + (X(0)) 2 
To bound X ° (T) we use the energy estimates from Lemma 2.3.1 and the charge 
estimate from Lemma 2.3.2 
IIp° (t, DII H 4+c(R) 	II/2OII ff +C (R) 	
) 
11 1/0 	)JI L 4~e () x(0) 
lI ° (t, )II H 8+e () 	IIOI H +e(k) + IkblIPHi+t() J 
To bound Y ° (T) we can estimate 
I 
 T 
ll (pO)tvO(t  D MH_1I9+6(3) 	T'/2 (1 + ICI)_l/9(p0)tv0(y, C IIL2(a1+) 
0




Now we estimate 
I
T 
II°p°(t, .)I613 (R3 )dt 
<T'/2 IIPoIIH4/9+cas) [IoHs/9+e(R3) + IIi 
by applying Corollary 5.2.4 with 
18 	 4 
We now consider the case ii > 1 and begin by showing that it is sufficient to 
prove the Lemma for Y"(T), as we will bound X(T) by terms involving X(0) 
and YTh(T). To bound X(T) we firstly estimate on(t, .). By the energy estimate 
we have 
II(t, 	[oMH8/9+C(R3) + II&1IH1/9+E(R3) 
t 





Now consider pTh(t,.). We firstly split it into its homogeneous (H) and non-
homogenous (NH) parts as follows 
= 141+ I4TH 
3441=0 
8+/_,n
NH = iq5'v 1 	 ,UNH(Q . ) = 0 
and therefore we have that 
IIpTh (t, )IIH'9+(R3) ~ p(t, •)IIH19+(R3) + M/LJH(t, •)IIH4/°+(3) 
By the charge estimate we bound 
Mpi(t, •) IIH4/9 -I-e(]1t3) I<  IIPOMB4/o+cQv) 
X(0) 
For the non-homogeneous part we apply Corollary 4.2.5 with 
obtaining 




0 	 j 
t 
+ 	11 0 p 2 (s, 
2 
X ( 0) + y --2(T ) ] 
Hence we have shown that 
XTh(T) < (X(0) + Y 1 (T)) + (X(0) + YTh_ 2 (T)) 2 
The case for (t,•) follows in exactly the same way. We now prove that Y(T) is 




I(pfl)tzifl(t, 0MH_ 119±c( 3 )dt 	 (6. 1 a) 
2' 
0 
mpmt. 0IH1,a3dt 	 (6. 1b) 2' 
0 
EM 
Integral fT Ii(tilz)tvTh(t, DIIH_1/o,c(3)dt 
We again consider splitting our functions into their homogeneous and non-homogeneous 
parts. 




I(pTh)tvm(t, DIIH 119+€(R3)dt < A II()v(t, .)IIH_1/9+€(3)dt 




I(tNH) VNH(t, )IJH-'/9+e(aa) dt 
Now we have that 
	
a+A 	 PH 
fl_n Thfn' PO 
Hence in the same way we bounded X ° (T) we have 
T 
j II (p)tv(t,  .) IIH_1/9+E(3)dt ~ T/II 1 + 	119 	n )tv(r, e)IIL2(R1+3) IPH 
<TlI2II/2oIH4/9+€(R3) IIVoIIH4/9+f(v) 
T 1'2 (X(0)) 2 









(4)tvH(t, )IIH l,9+e(3)dt 	f II(4)vH(t, .)IILP(R3)dt 0 
T 
< 
ii Ikt(t, )ILn(v)IivH(t, )IILP()dt (6.2) 0
by using the standard Sobolev embeddings with 






(t, .) Lk(R3) 1INff (t, )IILP()dt 
1 T 
< sup JV(t, •)IILP()r LI IItt(t, O<t<T 	 0	 J 
r  T 
< sup IH(t, .)IIHARSTa LI HOW, )M(Ra)dtj 	 (6.3) 0<t<T 	 0 
by again using Sobolev embeddings and by applying Holder's inequality where 
13 	c 	 7 	6 	 1 	2 	€ 
We again estimate 
	
IIIINH(t, •)IIHA(R3) < [I0IH879+€(R3) + 	1 IIH_'/°+(R3) 





[x (0)+ Y2(T)] (6.4) 
by applying Corollary 4.2.5 with 
13 	6 	 1 
18 2 3 
We also bound 
A r T 





by applying the Strichartz estimate from Corollary 6.1.2 with 
46 46 
Hence we have that 
I tH(t, .)IIH_1/9+3)dt T 79 '6 X(0) [x(o) + 
T 
0 
Finally we consider 
A T  . )IIH 1,9+(R3 )dt 
88 
Again by the standard Sobolev embeddings and Holders inequality we have 
	
II 	•) IIH'/9+(]R3) ~ II 	0 MLP(]Ita) 
Mp(t, • )6P(R3) IIVNH(t, OI16P(Ra) 
;S II/NO, •)lPH)(1Ia)MvJH(t, 0IIHW(R3) 	(6.5) 





Now we note that w c 13/18 + €/2 and so by estimate (6.4) we again have 
2 
IIPNH(t, 0IIHs) 	[x(o) + Y2(T)] 	 (6.6) 
and hence we obtain that 
4 
II ()v(t,  •) IIH'I+(k) I< T [x(o) + YTh_2(T)] 	 (6.7) 
So finally we have 
I 
	.) 1 IH1/9+3)dt 
T 
0 
T 112X(0) 2 + T 7916 (X(0) + Y 2 (T)) 2 + T(X(0) + Y 2 (T)) 4 	(6.8) 
Integral E' IIpTh(t, .)IIH1,3(R3)dt 
We again split pTh  into its homogeneous and non-homogeneous parts 
Th_ 	TI I 	TI P I1H/1NH 
and hence 





We now have that 
pT 
I LTZfl(4 \ 
J Pir" 	H 1 /3 (I1) 




T12X(0)[X(0) + Y 1 (T)] 	 (6.9) 
by applying Corollary 5.2.4 with 
A = 1/3 
	 8 	 4 
By the Leibniz rules of Lemma 6.1.3 we have 
II01jNH(t, )IIH1/a(3) 	[iimt, )IILP(R3)MPH(t )II H /a(v) 
+ W(t, .) MHy(S) IIPNH(t, D IILQ(23)] 
where we choose 
1 	11 	1 	11 
l<p,q<oo 
2 p p 2 q q 
Letting p = 18 we have 
J II(t, ) ML 18 ( 3 ) IINH(t, .)Iiisdt 
T 
0 	 9/4 
T 
sup 4(t, ) H H1/3(R3) j I(t, .)11L18(R3)dt 
OCtCT 	 9/4 
T 	 4/9 
sup IPNH@, )IIH'/ 	T59 [J II(t, )JIs ( 3 ) dt] 2(3) O<t<T (6.10) 
where we have used the Sobolev embeddings and Holder's inequality. Again 
noting that 1/2 < 13/18 + e/2 by estimate (6.4) we have 
sup II/Njj(t, •)11ff112(R3) 	[X(0) + Y 2 (T)] 2 
0<i<T 
Also by the Strichartz estimates of Lemma 6.1.1 with r = 1/9, and s = —1/9 we 
have 
r 	T 	 -i4/9 
L 9/4 i 	 I )ILlsRadtj 
and so we obtain that 





[X(0) + Y 1 (T)I 
T 
110'(t, )I168(R3)II1t H(t, )M 




18 Similarly if we set q = we have 





<  SUP IIPN@ 0 IL's/5(R3) I 	0 ll H11 3 ( 3 ) dt 0<tCT 	 0 9/2 
7' 	 -5/18 18 	I 
dtl < SUPIIPNH& •) 11H2/3(R3)T' I J II0(t, • 1 0<t<T 	 [ 0 	 g/2(R) j 
again by applying Sobolev embeddings and Holder's inequality. Again since 2/3 < 
13/18 + €12, we use estimate (6.4) to obtain 
sup II/INH(t 0IIH2/3(R3) 	[X(0) + Y 2 (T)] 2 
0<t<T 
Now by the Strichartz estimates of Lemma 6.1.1 with r = 4/9 and s = — 1/9, we 
have 
[ A II0Th(t 	 I 
T 	 -5/18 
.)II 
5 II H1/3 (25) dtj 
9/2 
So finally we have that 





[X(o) + Y" -1 (T)] 
T 
lI0Th(t, ) II ff V3 (3) IlH@ 0 IlL1815 (kS)dt 
T 13118 [X(0) + Y 2 (T)] 2[X(0) + Y(T)] 	(6.12) 
So using (6.11) and (6.12) we see that 
I II(t oIIH1Jl(3)dt T' 12 X(o)[X(o) + Y' (T)] 
7' 
0 
• T519 [X(0) + Y 2 (T)] 2[X(0) + Y(T)] 
• T13118 [X(0) + Y 2 (T)] 2[X(0) + Y(T)] (6.13) 
Now by using (6.8) and (6.13) we see there exists polynomials 13, P2 and P3 , with 
positive coefficients, and positive powers a and b such that 
YTh(T) <1 P1 (x(o)) + rLp2(yn-l(T)) + T6P3 (Y 2 (T)) 
By Remark 3.3.2 we see that the proof is complete. 	 S 
91 
To show that we have a contraction mapping with the norm 	p, ii) we see 
that we will have to bound differences in the iterates. So we firstly note that for 
our iterates 0", z", it we have the following 
(pfl_2)t)vTh_2 + (ni)t(vn_1 - v" 2 )] (6.14a) 
- pTh_i) = i(çb' - 0" 2 )v" 1 + i0" 2 
 
(v" - (6.14b) 
- = 	- 7l_2)1j7l_l + i0"2(t"_1 
- 	 fl-2) (6.14c) 


















+ I II0Th_i@ 	)(t - v"', .)MH1/a(3)dt 0 
+ f 
T  




II0"'( 	- "—')(t, .)IlH1/33dt 
0 
We then have the following lemma 
Lemma 6.2.6. For the above iteration scheme there exists a constant M0(X(0)) 
and a T> 0 such that 
Z"(T) < 
where M0 (X(0)) depends on the initial data X(0) but is independent of ii. 
Remark 6.2.7. Again the proof of this lemma will follow an induction argument. 
We simply remark that it is sufficient to prove that 
Z ° (T) 15 P1 (X(0)) 
Z'(T) <P2 (X(0)) 
Z"(T) ~ T'Q 1 (X(0))Z" 1 (T) + TbQ2(x(o))zm_2  (T) 
for ii > 2, and where P and Qj are positive constants that depend only on the 
initial data X(0), and a, b > 0. This can be shown using a simple induction 
argument in the same manner as Remark 3.3.2. 
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Proof The proof follows by induction in exactly the same way as Lemma 6.2.4, as 
we use the same estimates at each stage. We will consider the case for n > 2 as we 
bound Z°(T) and Z 1 (T) in exactly the same way. We firstly consider bounding 
A T  (p)t(z? - v1)(t, .)IIH_1/9+c(R3)dt 
We again split p'into its homogeneous and non-homogeneous parts. 
	
n_ '2 	'2 
i 	/1H /2NH 
and we have 
T 
- v'21)(t, )IIH_1/9+e(3)dt 
0f 	-  V--' )(t, )IIH_1 19+e(a3 )dt 
T +  J II(pH)('2 - v1)(t, )JIH_1/9+C(R3)dt 0 




- v'21)(t, .)JH_vo+c(R3)dt 
I r 	7' 	 q 
< sup 11 (,,n - v'2 In 
0<tCT 	 L 0
')(t, .)IH(ft3)Ta f I(t 
where we have 
13 	€ 	 7 	c 	 1 	2 	€ 




IM7(t, 0 MLK(R3)'it] 	II/20IIff4/9+e(3) 
X(0) 
Now by using (6.14c) and applying Corollary 4.2.5 we have that 
II (v'2 - v'21 ) (t, .) II H 13I 18+/ 2 (R 3 ) 
1< 111IL"11 Hi/3(R3) + 1 IIøv(s, OH 
r  t 
X I II0('2 _ 1 - ~'2_2 )(s Lo
+ [IIo68I9+C(R3) + Iji IIH-'/+(R) 
+f 
 t  -I 
(p'2)v'2)(s, OIIH_1/9+e(v)dS 
0 J 
it x  LI 3(fl-1 - p'22)(s, .)MH1/3(a3)ds] 	 (6.15) 0 
93 
and by using (6.14a) we have 
IID(_1 - 	 2)(s, )IIH-'/9+a) :~ JI((u2)t - (p3))v3(s, )IIH-1/o+e(ka) 
+ R(p2_2)t(vht_2 - v3)(s, )MH_1/9+e(k3) 




 o(' - Øn_2)(s, )IIff1/+e(a)ds 	z(T) 
Similarly by (6.14b) we have 
- p'2)(s, -) MH1/3(s) 	
(fl-2 — 	 0 IIHh/3(V) 
+ 1Th3(vTh2 - v3)(s, )IIff1/3(x3) 




 IID+(_1 — pfl_2)(
1 0IIH1/a(s)ds 	Z(T) 
Hence we have that 
II (v' — v')(t, .) IIH13/ 18+1/2 (R3 ) I< [X(0) + Y' 2 (T) + Y 3 (T)]z -2 (T) 
< M(X(0))Z 2 (T) 	 (6.16) 
by applying Lemma 6.2.4 and where M(X(0)) is a constant that depends only 




 II(tt)(v - 1,n-1)(t,t, 0IIg_l 1o+1 (a3 )dt I< T_*M(X(0))ZTh_ 2 (T) 
We now consider bounding 
T 
- v1)( )IH_1/9+(Rs)dt 
Again following Lemma 6.2.4, (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7). 
T 
- v1)(t, )iH_1,o+s)dt 
~  J
T 
NH 	wiiv — v't, DIH(Ra)dt 
0 
2 
T sup iI(vn — v')(t,  -)11H-(R3) [x(o) + YTh_2(T)] 
0<t<T 
where w = + j Now since w < + from estimate (6.16) we have that 18 2 36 
1Kvtm - v1)(t, 0llH(Rs) !~ M(X(0))Z2(T) 
and hence we have 
I K6H)
t(vTh - u1)(t, DMH_1/o ~c(as)dt TM(X(OZ2(T) 
T 
0 
Now similarly we consider bounding 
	
0 I IR 	- Ø1)p(t, )iH1/3(R3)dt 
T 
So once again splitting 1u into it homogeneous and non-homogeneous parts and 
following Lemma 6.2.4, (6.9) we bound 
T 
Kon - 	 1)p(t, .)MH1/3(v)dt 
T 
<T"2IIPOIIH4/Q+C(3) I H D( 	- 	 ')(t, • 0 
by applying Corollary 5.2.4. By (6.14a) we again have that 
I0
o( 	- 	 ')(t, 0 IIff_1/9+e(S)dt 	Z(T) 
T 
and hence we have 
I0
1I 	- -' )p @, .)II H1,3(3)dt < Th/2X(o)Z 1 (T) 
T 




- NH 	H113(R3)dt 
we again apply the Leibniz rules of Lemma 6.1.3 as we did in Lemma 6.2.4, (6.10) 
to bound 
II( 	O1).nN 	0 11ff1/3(R3) 	[1(0- - 	 1)(t, 0IILP(I4a(t, ) IIia 
+ J( 	- r)(t, .)II Hl/3() IIH(t OHLQ(Ra)] 
where we again choose 
p=18 	
18 
As before we have that 
sup IPNH(t, 0IIH'; (R s ) 5 [X(0) + Y 2 (T)J 
0<LCT 
sup /1Nff(t, •)11L18/5(23) 	[X(0) + Y 2 (T)] 2 
0<t<T 
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and again using Strichartz estimates of Lemma 6.1.1 
T 	 4/9 	T 
9/4 	1 f IID(' 
	
[j 
iv - r')(, OMLls()dtj 	
Jo 
Z' 1 (T) 
P 	 5/15 	T 
EL - <[ 
Z(T) 
we have 
- On-1)(t, 0 IIH_179+e(R3)dt 
— On-1)(t, 0 MH_1/9+E(lv)dt 
Hence we have that 
LT II( - ml)pH(t, .)IIH1/3(R3)dt 	(T 3/ 8 + TS/9)M(X(0))Zm-l(T) 
The other terms in Z(T) are bounded in a similar way where we again follow 
Lemma 6.2.4. 	 S 
Existence 
With these two lemmata in hand it is now straight forward to complete the 
existence proof by showing that for sufficiently small T > 0 
E(m - 	- p', vTh - v 1 )(T) 	2 	 (6.17) 
For the cases it = 0 and it = 1 we only have to show that E(Ø - 	- 
ff2l ti Th - ti'') (T) is bounded which follows in the same way as the previous 
lemmata. So we now assume that it > 2. By applying the energy inequality we 
have 
11 (on - 	')( t, )IIfls/9+€(R3) < f ll((/_,n-I)l - (m_2)t)vm_2(s •) 
+ Lt II (it  m_1)f(Th_1 - vm-2)(s, OIIH_119+e(k3) 
where we have used Lemma 6.2.6. Similarly we have from Corollary 4.2.5 that 







M0(1 - n-2)( .)IJff_1,9+f(R3)ds 
0 






&_(vm1 - vm2)(s, .)IIH113(3)ds 
0 
01 











 IJD_(v1 - V,-2)(S' )MH1I3(R3)ds 	
Z,-2 (T) 
and by Lemma 6.2.4 we have 
- p', )IH4/9+3) 	Z )(t 	 (T) 
<
r%J 2" 
The case for 
II (V 	v')(t, ) IIH/°+(R3) 
is similar and hence the existence proof is complete. 
Uniqueness 
We are again left with having to show that the solution is unique. This then 
follows in the exactly same way as in the one space dimensional case. We simply 









We then consider 
T 
IIp(t, .)IIff1J3(R3)dt  + I IIv(t, ) MH1/s(Rs)dt 
0 
j(ptv)(t, DH1/9+e(R3)dt < oc 
T 
I'p'(t, .) MH1/a(3)dt + I l'v'(t, 0 IIH 1IS(R 3 )dt 
)IIH_1,9+3)dt <:: 
K(T) = sup { 
	
- p'(t, 0 IIH/+(R3) + Ilv - r/(t, .) MH4/ 9+e(R3) 
te[0,T] 
+ II - '( t, 
The proof then follows in exactly the same way as Lemma 6.2.6 by showing that 
there exists a positive power a such that 
K(T) TK(T) 
For a similar analysis see [22]. 
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Chapter 7 
A Two Dimensional Semilinear 
Wave Equation 
7.1 Critical Nonlinearities 
As stated in the introduction we show global existence for the following equation 
in gl+2 
D + 2e 2 = 0 	0(0,.) = f € C(I 2 ) 	Ot0(0,) = g E C(R 2 ) 	( 7.1) 
with the conserved energy 
E[0](t) = L I0t@, x)1 2  + IV0(t, x)1 2  + (et - 1)dx 
= E[çb](0) 
This may be thought of as an analogous problem to showing global existence 
for certain higher dimensional problems. To make this explicit we consider the 
following model problem in W 
DO + 	= 0 	0(0, .) = € CO3 (R3) 	&(o,.) = g E CO2 (1R 3 ) 	( 7.2) 
which has conserved energy 
1 
 3 
1 	 1 	 I0(t,x)I" 1 E[0](t) = 	
0t(t,x)I 2  + V0(t,x) 2 + 	dx A P 
= E[](0) 
In 1961 Jörgens [16] showed that a global solution exists for (7.2) for all p c 5. 
He was able to prove an a priori bound on the L°° norm of the solution and he 
showed that this was in fact sufficient to show global existence. Rauch [31] some 
twenty years later used a variation of Jörgens ideas to show that if E[0}(0) < 
then (7.2) has a global solution for p = 5. The restriction of small energy was 
eventually removed by Struwe [37] for spherically symmetric data and finally the 
general case was proved by Grillakis [14]. The case p = 5 can be seen as being 







as we did in Chapter 1. We then see that the effect of this scaling on the energy 
is as follows 
= A
Li
- 'E[0] (At) = ,\
Li
r_ 1 E[0](0) 
Hence we see that p = 5 is critical since this gives us that E[OA](t) = E[0](At). 
Global existence for large data in the super critical case p > 5 is an open problem. 
These scaling arguments are implicit in the local Sobolev embeddings which in 
three space dimensions tell us 
IIOJILP+'(RS) 	IIVOIIL2(R3) 
for p !~ 5. Hence for p < 5 heuristically we have that the terms in the energy due 
to the linear part of the equation dominate the term due to the nonlinearity. For 
more on critical non-linearities see the notes of Shatah and Struwe [32]. 
In two space dimensions we now have the following local Sobolev embeddings 
	
IIOIILP(31t2) 	11VO16(v) 	 Vp, 2 < p < DC 
and we see that the energy due to the linear part of the equation will control all 
L' norms of the solution for 1 < p < oc. However it does not in general control 
the L°° norm. 
Since proving global existence relies on being able to show that the L°° norm of 
a solution is finite for all finite time it is not too difficult to prove that we have 
global existence for 
00 + 	= 0 
	
= f E C(R 2 ) 	aO(O,.) = g e C(JR2 ) 
for 1 < P C DC. 
Since we are able to control all the 17 norms by the energy due to the linear part 
of the equation then we may ask questions about nonlinearities of exponential 
order. A nonlinearity of the form e02  can be thought of as critical by considering 
the following classical inequality of Trudinger [12], which can be thought of as an 
end point case of the Sobolev embeddings. For 0 E W' 2 (Q) with Q a bounded 
domain, there exist constants c 1 and such that 
Jexp[ 
0J 
Q 	[MvoIIL2(Q)j 	- cl 
Oz 
Hence this inequality states that although we are unable to bound the L°° norm 
by the energy due to the linear part of the equation, we do have some control 
in bounded domains. We firstly consider a general existence result for semilinear 
wave equations. 
Theorem 7.1.1. Suppose we have 
D + F(0) = 0 	(O,) = f e f-3 2 	O(O,.) = g E C(1f4 2 ) 	(7.3) 
with F € C°°(J1) and F(0) = 0. 
Then there exists T> 0 such that (7.3) has a unique solution 0 E C2 ([0, T] x J2) 
Also, if the supremum T*  of such T is finite then 
sup (t,x)—*oo 	 a.s t * T* 
Proof. The ideas in the proof are standard and well known. For example see [32] 
or [33]. 	 S 
7.2 Trudinger Estimates 
In this section we use the results of Gilbarg and Trudinger [12], where we now use 
a slight variation of their arguments to obtain the main estimate we require for 
our existence result. This simply involves a localising argument of the relevant 
integrals. 
Lemma 7.2.1 (Trudinger). For 0 E W01 '2 (Bp(x o )) and R < R0 then there 
exists constants e1 and c2 such that 
	
J2 	1 
dx c2 Rg 1 11VO11 exp 	2 (x) <L2BROxo 
Proof. By Theorem 7.15 in [12] with ri = 2 and [2 = BRM (xo) we have that there 
exists constants c 1 and c2 such that for 4' E W01 ,2 (BR, 
[ 	exp I 	 4'(x)1 2 	1 I dx < c2R f1—xol5Ro 	cIV4'ML 2 (BR 0 XOj 
Then since the integrand is positive we can replace the ball of integration by one 
with a smaller radius. 	 S 
Remark 7.2.2. By following the arguments in Lemma 7.13 and Lemma 7.14 of 










0 	 H ~:R+1 
exp(1)exp 	1 	1 R<jxl<R+1 LaxI_R2_1i 
This is just the standard cut-off function and we make the following observation. 
For R<lxl<R+1 
lVy(R,x)l = 2(Jx1 - R)exp(1) 	 exp 
1 	 [ 1 1 
[(lxi - R)2 - 1]2 	(lxi - R) 2 -ij 
8 
e 
where we have simply bounded 
2 (Jxl — R)exp(l) 2exp(l) 
1 	 1 
exp 1 	 1< 
[(lxi - - 112 	L(ixl - 	- 1 - 
4exp(-2) 
We then have the following variation on Lemma 7.2.1 
Corollary 7.2.3. For 0 e Co(R2)  we have 
l0(t,x)1 2 	1 I 	exp 	 Idx ~ c2(to—t+1)2 x-x0<t0-t I llv(ot, .) llL 2 (Bt 0 _t+i(x o )) j 
where (t, x) = 	- t, x - xo) 
Proof. We note since E C8° (Bt 0 _t+1(xo)) we have 
E W' 2 (Bt 0 _+i(xo)) and hence we apply the previous Lemma. 	S 
Remark 7.2.4. The function (t, x) = ço(to - t, x - xo ) has a value of 1 on the 
cone with vertex at (t 0 , xo )and is supported on a cone with vertex at (t 0 + 1, xo ). 
See Figure 7.1. 
7.3 Global Existence 
Let 0 be a classical local solution defined in [0, T] x JR2 for some T> 0. We now 
introduce the classical integral formula for solutions to the wave equation. If 
satisfies 
DO + 20e 2  = 0 	0(0,.) = f e c03 (IR2 ) 	DtO(O,.) = g e CO2 (p2) 
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/ 
W 	 X0 
Figure 7.1: The cone of support of 
for any (t 0 , xo) E [0, T] x Ilk2 , (t0 , xo) is given by the integral equation 
i O 	 (t, x)e# 2 @") 
(to, zo) = 0 (t0 , x o ) - - 
	
dxdt L h_xoicto—t [(to - t)2 - - 
where 0 is the solution to the homogeneous equation 
	
D40 =0 	 00A)=f 
Since the homogeneous equation has a global solution then to obtain global ex-
istence it is sufficient to bound the integral due to the nonlinear term. Hence we 
are left with having to prove that 
to 
sup 	L f 	(t, x)e2(tx) O<to<T, X0EV 	 x—xoIcto—t [(t0 - t)2 - Ix - x02] dxdt < 	( 7.4) 
Firstly let us consider a fixed t, 0 < t < to and look at the inner integral. If 
we can show that this inner integral is bounded by a constant that depends only 
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on to , and is finite for finite to, then (7.4) will hold. Now by applying Wilder's 
inequality we have 
! 	 It, xie 2 (t 
dx 
x-xoIcto-t [(to - t)2 - Ix - x0I2]  12 
1 
dx]U- 0 t0 -t [(to - t)2 - Ix - 
A 
[I L Ix-xol!~to-t 
If exP 2 (t ,x )]dx] Ix-xol ~ to--i 
where the indices satisfy 
1 111 = - + - + - 	 1<p,Qr<oc 
p q r 
Now we note that we have 
VX 	
1 	 3 
[(t0 - t)2 - Ix - xoI2] 	
- rdx] <c 
if we have r < 2 and where C(to) is finite for finite to. Also we have 
1 
I 	 1 	 1 
	
J
Iq5(t,x)J"dx < C(q)E[](t) 
Ix-xol ~to---t 	 J 
since JO Iq < C(q)(e 2 - 1) for every q 	Hence we are left with trying to 
estimate 	
1 
7 	exp[pØ(t, x)}dx] x-xol ~to-t 
for some fixed p> 2. We then note that if we can show 
[ 	 1 exp(t, x)J < 	 I (t, x) 1 2 exp 
)II2(Bj 
for Ix - xol :!~ to - t and where we let I?o = to - t+ 1, then we can apply Corollary 
7.2.3 to bound the final integral. Since the exponential function is monotonic 
then it is sufficient to show that 
1 
2  cI V()(t, )II2(sRO(xQ)) II 
or equivalently 	
1 
IIV(ø)(t, )II2(BRO(x0)) < 
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and so considering V(Ø(t, x)) we have 
IIV((t, )) IL2(B ft0 (xo )) :~ M(t, )IIL(BR 0 (xo)) IIV'(t, D 
+ jjV(t, ) IL00(B 0 ( O flI(t, DIIL2(B R0 (X O )) 
~ IIW(t, L2 (R2 ) + 	D 11L2(R2) 
(2E[(0)) + !E0 = (Y2 + 
	
VE[(0) 
since we have that 
fR2 I V(t,x)j 2dx < 
f I(t,x) 2dx 	 - 1)dx < 
and the fact that the energy is conserved. Now we note that if we choose the 
initial data such that 
E[(0) 
< (e/2+ 8)2 
then this implies that 
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Hence we simply choose p > 2 and c > such that 
2 
(v2+!) E[(0)<—< 




Foschi / Klainerman Lemma 
For completeness we include a proof of Lemma 5.2.1. 
Proof. For simplicity we will prove the case for 
=  f 8(r - i + IC - nDF(ini, IC - nDdn H-4-Ie—vI ~ 2Ie 
as that for 1(F) follows similarly. We firstly note that by Remark 5.1.3 we have 
- ii + i - 	 = (r - ml - IC - nDS((r - ni - iC - 	 - i + IC - qD) 
= 2(r 
- 
 11) 8 (r2 - e1 2 - 2 i771 + 2C. 77) 
We now change to polar coordinates, p = iji, w = so that we have 1 ,71 
= p2d82 (w)dp 
where S2 is the unit sphere in 1R 3 . Now for the fixed vector we make the further 
change of variables a = j.w so that we have 
dS2 (w) = dS'(w')da 





- 612 - 2rp + 21CIa)F(p,  r - p)(r - p)p2dpda 
0 	—1 
Again by Remark 5.1.3 we see that 
- 1e12 - 2rp + 21pa) = 211 0 (memP  (a - 1 61 
 - 
72  + 
L 	2jp 	jfl 
Therefore we see that 
C12 - r2 + 2rp 
2 iCip 
IC1 2 -72 > i+ 
2 
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We now note that 






- p)(r —p)pdp 
Hence to complete the proof we make the final change of variables IeIr+r = 




(Iex + r I& i- 
1 	 2 	' 	2 	) (
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